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The 2-person MSR Nook Tent, perfect 
for quick weekends or backcountry 
treks. See more in this issue's gear 
guide on page 26.
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Guest Contributors
TAMI ASARS is a writer, photographer and 
career hiker. She has spent her lifetime exploring 
the trails and backcountry in Washington, from 
the Olympic Coast to the Okanogan, and all 
points in between. In addition to working on her 
second Washington hiking guidebook, Tami is a 
regular contributor to Washington Trails' hiking 
and nature sections. Tami lives in North Bend 
with her husband and their dog Summit.

PAul RAyMAkeR is a geologist who 
discovered nature photography while spending a 
summer in the mountains of Colorado. Since then, 
he hasn’t put his camera down. Nature photography 
is now Paul’s passion, his goal being to show others 
the beauty that surrounds us, and encouraging 
others to care for their environment. Despite having 
recently moved from Seattle to St. Louis Park, MN, 
Paul is still a regular contributor to Washington Trails.

Cover Shot
 Join the WT Team!
Are you an avid Washington hiker? Do you 
submit trip reports or blog about your 
adventures to share with others? Can you 
take a pretty good photo too? Then you 
should consider becoming a Washington Trails 
regional correspondent. 

Our team of statewide “hiking pros” are the 
ones that create much of the great content 
you read about in the pages of Washington 
Trails and see on wta.org, all to help hikers 
get out and enjoy the best that Washington’s 
wild areas have to offer. 

For more information on how you can 
become a Washington Trails regional 
correspondent email editor@wta.org.

CRAIg RoMAno grew up in rural New 
Hampshire, where he bonded with the natural 
world. He is the author of nine books, including the 
new Day Hiking Eastern Washington, Backpacking 
Washington, and Columbia Highlands: Exploring 
Washington’s Last Frontier, which was recognized 
in 2010 as a Washington Reads book for its 
contribution to the state’s cultural heritage. He lives 
with his wife Heather in Skagit County.

John FlobeRg serves as executive 
director of the Washington State Parks 
Foundation. Originally hailing from NYC, 
Washington’s peaks, coastlines, rivers and vast 
open spaces called to him. He is forever grateful 
to call this place his home; for the subalpine 
meadows, the hulking giant trees and for more 
adventures to be had than in a lifetime of 
wanderings. John is in his happy place. 

Craig Romano captured this shot 
from Liberty Cap on the way to High 
Pass deep within the Glacier Peak 
Wilderness. Craig recalls how it was 
early morning and the sun radiantly 
defined Glacier Peak, Washington’s 
forgotten volcano, as well as offered a 
nice perspective upon the headwaters 
of the Suiattle River. In his photo, Craig 
captured two backpackers from the 
Czech Republic who were on a multi-
day trip into the Neepequa Valley. 
According to Craig, “It was one of the 
most visually stunning and physically 
exhilarating backpacking trips that any 
of us had ever done.”

DAvID hAgen was born and raised in Seattle.  
As a child of long-time Seattle Mountaineers, he's 
been hiking and backpacking in the Cascades for 
his entire life; in the Columbia Basin for almost 35 
years.  He became interested in photography in 
the 1970s and is largely self-taught. David serves 
on the board of directors of the Cowiche Canyon 
Conservancy; he was also president for a time. Now 
retired, he lives in Yakima.

DR. RoAnne RouSe houCk, n.D. is 
a licensed naturopathic physician specializing in 
optimal health with expertise in sport nutrition and 
mountain health. She is a graduate of the National 
College of Naturopathic Medicine in Portland, OR. 
Dr. Houck owns The Main Street Clinic in Gunnison, 
CO, and is the founder and president of Acli-Mate 
Natural Sports Drinks. Dr. Houck lives in Gunnison 
where she enjoys being outdoors with her family.

AARon TheISen is a Spokane-based free-
lance writer and photographer specializing in 
the wild places of the Inland Northwest. Among 
Aaron’s many hats, he is the editor of the Friends 
of the Columbia Highlands website, works with 
the Washington Native Plant Society and is one 
of Washington Trails' top regional contributors, 
in addition to his primary job as a stay-at-home 
father to his young son.

CheRyl TAlbeRT is an avid hiker and 
backpacker who loves extended high-country 
treks in the U.S. West and abroad.  A retired 
forester, she lives in Issaquah with her husband 
and dogs, and ventures often with The 
Mountaineers on hikes, backpacks, snowshoes 
and long-distance treks. As a nutrition expert, 
Cheryl teaches Mountaineers classes on 
backpacking food planning and preparation.
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Karen Daubert
Executive Director

karen@wta.org

WTA highlights »
A few things we wanted to share

Front Desk

Ten nervous teenage girls were dropped off at the Denny Creek 
trailhead for a two-night backpacking trip—their first—to Melakwa Lake. 
The girls were not far up the trail when they ran into deep snow and 
the skies opened up. Becoming drenched and discouraged, they turned 
around, retraced their steps and ended up not at a beautiful lake, but at 
a noisy roadside campground. Homemade tube tents were erected. Damp 
sleeping bags were unpacked. Coffee can stoves were lit. Rain poured 
all night. And the next morning, parents were called to rescue their wet 
girls. Yet back at school on Monday morning, the girls were full of exciting 
stories of their incredible overnight adventure in the mystical Cascades!

Thus began my lifelong passion for backpacking. 

I am not unique. Every weekend, stories like mine play out across the 
state. Some hikers’ first backpacking trips are graced with sunshine, cute 
marmots and perfect campsites under the stars. Other hikers carry tales of 
torrential downpours, blisters and forgotten necessities. But rain or shine, 
most folks go backpacking again—perfecting their planning, their packing 
and their appreciation of the wilderness experience.  

Fortunately, first-time backpackers today have resources that my teenage 
friends and I couldn’t have even dreamed about. Imagine if we would 
have had access to WTA’s online Trip Reports! With more than 6,000 
posted just in the past year, we would have known that there was snow 
on the trail to Melakwa Lake. We could have read about other hikes in 
WTA’s online Hiking Guide—with content provided by our partners at 
Mountaineers Books—and chosen one that better fit the conditions of the 
trail and the skills of our group. 

In this issue of Washington Trails, we cover the basics for beginning 
backpackers: how to plan your trip, how to choose your gear, what to 
pack, what to cook, how to prevent blisters and more. WTA’s vetted 
regional correspondents provide eight easy overnights for backpackers. 
Online we have even more information—really, the one-stop shop for all of 
your backpacking needs. And even though I have spent dozens of nights 
in the woods, there are important reminders and excellent new trips to try. 

Increasing WTA’s backpacking content is a concerted effort to provide 
you with information you can use to plan your next adventure. WTA 
often talks about its trail work and advocacy, but our top-notch magazine 
and investment in technology—wta.org, e-newsletters like Trail News and 
Families Go Hiking, and forthcoming mobile apps (yes!)—are the source for 
inspiration and practical information.

As summer quickly approaches, what will your backpacking story be? 
Whether it involves a gorgeous sunrise over Mount Baker or a swarm of 
mosquitoes in Indian Heaven, I am sure you will have tales to tell. 

Happy hiking!

Learning the Ropes

ToP: The Mountaineers’ Mary Hsue and WTA’s 
Karen Daubert with Jim Whittaker, the first 
American to summit Mount Everest. Karen is on 
the board of the American Alpine Club, which 
was celebrating the 50th anniversary of the 
American Mount Everest Expedition.

CenTeR: More than 30 volunteers celebrated 
long-time crew leader Mike Owens’ retirement 
on the new Cedar Creek trail. See page 13 for 
more about Mike's 15-year tenure with WTA.

boTToM: Fireside Circle members gathered in 
March to celebrate the 20th anniversary of WTA’s 
trail maintenance program. WTA thanks Green 
Trails Maps for sponsoring the evening. 
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Eli Boschetto
Editor
editor@wta.org

Editor’s Choice
Signpost

As we approach the next hiking season, it's usually around now 
that we start taking inventory of our gear, and determining what we 
might need to add or replace in order to keep our wilderness outings 
safe and comfortable—replacing those blown-out boots, or fixing that 
leaky tent. If you're anything like me, you may still have an REI dividend 
burning a hole in your pocket. 

For this issue, the WT gear team has been hard at work putting 
together the first expanded gear guide in order to give you some 
suggestions on items to help you gear up for the summer. As such, I 
wanted to take an opportunity to respond to a couple questions that I'm 
occasionally asked about WT's gear review columns, and what prompts 
us to highlight the items we do.

Q: Why don't you include all brands in WT ’s gear reviews?

A: As a smaller, nonprofit publication (but still the largest single-state 
outdoor recreation and advocacy publication in the U.S.—hear that gear 
companies?) we can only work with the brands that choose to work 
with us. And there are many great brands that do—Mountain Hardwear, 
Sierra Designs, Rab, Deuter, Therm-a-Rest, Lowa and Smartwool to 
name just a few. But many brands choose not to participate in our 
reviews because we don't have the distribution of larger commercial 
publications. And with a nonprofit gear testing budget of $0, we don't 
have the option of purchasing samples to include in our review lineups. 
We have to rely on donated testing samples from our gear company 
friends and partners. And while this narrows our field of selection, it 
gives us the opportunity to really focus on some great brands and bring 
you only the best selections from them.

Q: Why are the selected gear guide items always so expensive?

A: Price is not usually a consideration when the team is reviewing 
potential gear selections. We all love a great deal, myself included, but 
we base our selections on each item’s construction, durability and its 
practical application on trail. Admittedly, price does not always buy 
quality, but you can say that about nearly any product. The key is finding 
those top items that will ensure lasting use and will not need to be 
replaced season after season. And these days, more companies want 
you to be happier in your gear longer, as equipment guarantees are 
getting better, and repair and replacement options are becoming more 
common, and that costs a little more. The trade off is your continued use 
of your gear investment—and your continued enjoyment of exploring 
the wild places you love.

With that, check out our guide starting on page 26. You'll find a 
selection of awesome packs, tents, bags, boots and more—trail tested 
and approved by WT—sure to get you out there and enjoying yourself 
on your 1st backpack, or your 50th.

         Cheers ~

gear up!
It's time to forget what you thought you knew 
about layering up for your next trail outing—
Sierra Designs has turned the whole concept on 
its head with the new Cloud Layer System (CLS). 
A few issues ago, I commented on how amazing 
their new DriDown technology was. Well, they've 
just upped the ante. I continue to be impressed 
with the offerings coming from this company, 
which, believe it or not, has been in the outdoor 
industry for more than 40 years.

The new CLS is an ultralight, 3-layer, 22-ounce 
solution to what you need on any day hiking or 
backpacking trip in the Northwest. Start with 
your own baselayer. When the wind picks up 
or a chill comes on, add on the 6-ounce Cloud 
Windshell, an ultra-breathable Kenosha shell that 
both insulates and fends off those pesky gales. 
When the rain comes down, no problem. Add the 
fully-waterproof Cloud Airshell. Combined with 
the Windshell, this 4-ounce Illusion elemental 
force field works to manage your body's heat 
and perspiration while keeping you completely 
dry—without that common clammy feeling. 
When the sun goes down and the cold sets in, 
add on the DriDown Cloud Puffy. This 12-ounce, 
800-fill hydrophobic down jacket keeps you 
crazy-warm while shedding the elements, too. 
As an integrated system, all three pieces work 
to manage your personal climate and keep you 
warm and dry, on trail and in camp.

Head in
  the Clouds

SIeRRA DeSIgnS’ ClouD lAyeR SySTeM, 
left to right: Cloud Windshell, Cloud Airshell and 
Cloud DriDown Puffy. Pieces are sold separately 
(but you'll want them all!), and are available in 
both men's and women's sizes.
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Everyone starts their wilderness experience a different way—including 
WTA member and Triple Crown* hiker Brian Lewis. As this year’s backpacking season approaches, 

we talked with Brian to learn about his experiences, what motivates him over all those miles and his 
advice for those just starting out.

Trail Talk

WTA MeMber Profile: Susan Rovito

When did you first start backpacking, and what was your inspiration?

I suppose my “introduction” to backpacking was in the Army with a 60-pound 
pack, steel helmet and so forth. I started recreational backpacking in 2002. I 
find day hikes too short, too much time spent driving to and fro. Backpacking 
allows you to forget your normal life and become a different person, one that’s 
more a part of nature. A good trip for me is one where I forget what day of 
the week it is.

As you became more experienced, what lessons were quickly learned?

Typical of most beginning backpackers, my first trip involved too much gear 
that was way too heavy, so that even low mileage was painful to attain. In 
lightening my load, I learned that some of the best gear choices can often be 
found from small “cottage industry” companies.

What prompted you to go for the ultimate goal: the Triple Crown?

Long-distance backpacking can become an addictive lifestyle. It gives you a 
sense of freedom, it gets you into excellent physical condition, you surmount 
challenges and truly live in nature. And you meet wonderful people along the 
way. In hiking locally I had met a lot of Pacific Crest Trail thru-hikers, and the 
idea percolated for some years until a friend told me that he was planning a 
thru-hike. That got me going. I really enjoyed hiking the PCT in 2008, and I 
heard a lot about the more challenging Continental Divide Trail from friends 
but couldn’t fit that in my schedule until 2011. So I hiked the Appalachian Trail 
in between, in 2010.  

What advice would you offer for those who are new to backpacking?

First, if you have fears, combat them with statistics: with common sense and 
a little prep, you’re safer in the woods than driving on the highway. Consider 
renting or borrowing some gear items before you buy, and factor in total gear 
weight when buying gear. Focus not just on the camping part, but work to 
make the hiking part of each trip a real pleasure. Don’t assume there’s just 
one approach to things. Hiking styles vary—find your own favorite style. And 
finally, don’t expect everything to be easy your first trip. Learn your lessons 
and then get out there and try again!

*The Triple Crown Award is presented by the American Long Distance Hiking Association to 
those who successfully complete America’s three National Scenic Trails: the Pacific Crest Trail, the 
Continental Divide Trail and the Appalachian Trail—a total of 7,610 miles. Brian Lewis received his 
completion award in 2012. For more information on the Triple Crown Award, visit aldhawest.org. 

When Susan Rovito moved to Snoqualmie from the East Coast, she found herself in trail 
heaven and eager to try hiking. “It’s nothing like the East Coast when it comes to trails 
and mountains.” Now Susan hikes nearly every week as part of a group of women who call 
themselves the Bad-Ass Bettys, or “BABs.” The ladies have become a close-knit group and 
together have accomplished tough hikes like Mailbox Peak and Granite Mountain, relying on 
WTA’s trip reports for up-to-date trail information.

Some of the BABs recently attended WTA’s Hiker Lobby Day in Olympia, where they spent 
the day advocating for funding for state parks. “In order to preserve and maintain what is 
near and dear to you,” shares Susan, “lawmakers have to understand its importance and 
significance too.” 
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Hiking News
New Park in Whatcom County
BELLINGHAM  Earlier this year, the Whatcom County Council created one 
of the largest municipal parks in the country. By moving forward with the 
Lake Whatcom Reconveyance project, new trails will be developed for hikers, 
equestrians and mountain bikers in and around Bellingham. The new park will 
be more than 8,500 acres in size. By comparison, New York’s Central Park is 
843 acres, and Portland’s Forest Park is 5,170 acres.

In the 1920s and 1930s, counties across the state chose to give previously 
logged land, usually forfeited due to nonpayment of taxes, to the Department 
of Natural Resources rather than use scarce county resources to manage 
lands that may have been clearcut and abandoned. State law gives counties 
the opportunity to get those lands back for the purpose of providing public 
recreation, under a process known as “reconveyance.” Now that those formerly 
logged lands are reforested, many counties are choosing to do so and are 
turning them into parks.

The Lake Whatcom project 
will give locals a new forested 
park, meeting the growing 
demand for outdoor recreation 
opportunities in the Bellingham 
area—and providing WTA 
crews with years of great 
work building new trails! WTA 
appreciates the efforts of 
everyone who has worked on 
this proposal, and is looking 
forward to working with 
Whatcom County Parks on 
planning and building a great 
new trail system.

North Cascades National Park 
Unveils New Vision for Stehekin
NORTH CASCADES  In 2003 and 2006, major storms barreled through the 
Cascades, washing out a 2.4-mile stretch of the Upper Stehekin River Road. 
That washout got a lot of attention. But there was also significant flooding 
near the town of Stehekin, which spurred North Cascades National Park to 
make trailheads, campgrounds and other facilities in the lower valley more 
resilient to heavy rain. The final report, aptly named the Stehekin River 
Corridor Implementation Plan, was finalized in March.

The plan envisions rerouting the Stehekin Road around McGregor Meadows 
and developing several new recreation facilities, including a new Lower Valley 
Trail that would connect Stehekin Landing and High Bridge. The plan would 
also create new camps at Rainbow Falls and Bullion Camp, as well as a new 
boat put-in. The park will work with local private-property owners to facilitate 
land exchanges that would pull private property out of the floodplain, and will 
start purchasing easements to relocate the road. 

This large, multifaceted project has a big vision for the valley floor. North 
Cascades National Park has requested $10 million to cover the bulk of the 
work. Completion is estimated to take 10 to 15 years. WTA recognizes this as 
an important project and supports its implementation.

OLSEN CREEK

SMITH CREEK

LOOKOUT/
CAIN AREA

ANDERSON
MTN

PARK
ROAD
AREA

o  Lake Whatcom Landscape Boundary
n  Lake Whatcom
n  State Trust Lands
n  Whatcom Park Lands Map courtesy of 

Washington State DNR

Saturday, July 20, 2013
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We celebrate trails 

every day at WTA. 

But on June 1, as 

part of National 

Trails Day, we join 

thousands of other 

volunteers across 

the country to give 

back to the trails 

we love to hike. 

Come celebrate on 

one of these work 

parties.

Show your support for trails and join 
WTA on June 1 on a trail near you!

Visit wta.org/volunteer
Photo by Tushar Sharma. Inset photos by Ginger Sarver and Pauline Cantor.

Pitch in on June 1 
and join WTA on one of 
these trails near you:

u   Ape Cave view Trail 
(Southwest Washington)

u   beckler Peak  
(Skykomish District)

u   Cougar Mountain  
(Issaquah Alps)

u   liberty lake  
(Eastern Washington)

u   Pratt River  
(Snoqualmie N. Bend District)

u   West boundary Trail  
(Mount Rainier)

u   South Fork Skokomish  
(Hood Canal)
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Northwest hikers frequently hand down rich traditions 
of favorite trails to younger generations. While these multi-
generational traditions provide the illusion of landscape 
permanence, observant hikers often witness geologic change in 
progress—rockfall, water erosion, and glacier change. You might 
recognize that your views of mountain landscapes are a little bit 
different from the views of your grandparents, and what you see 
will likely be different from what your own grandchildren will 
eventually see. Some geologic change happens over generations, 
centuries and millennia. Other changes occur in mere moments.   

Once in a while, landscape change happens on a scale so 
grand that it transforms not just a landscape, but our collective 
understanding of earth’s power and permanence. Geologic 
change is expectable and inescapable, and as a society we are 
wise to prepare for it.     

On May 18, 1980, Mount St. Helens captured the world’s 
attention when the largest historic landslide on Earth and a 
powerful explosion reshaped the mountain and dramatically 
modified the surrounding landscape. Twenty eruptions between 
1980 and 1986, followed by the continuous eruption of lava onto 
the crater floor between 2004 and 2008, prompt our vigilance. 
Hundreds of eruptions have shaken Cascade Range volcanoes 
during the past 4,000 years, and future eruptions are certain.

During the 1980s, measurements of subtle changes at Mount 
St. Helens took on new meaning for scientists as the volcano 
demonstrated that patterns of change could help them forecast 
eruptions. Since then, tools for tracking the movement of magma 
have evolved rapidly from the use of isolated instruments to 
networks of ground-based sensors that measure earthquakes, 
surface swelling and gases. Satellite-based instruments also 
detect patterns of change on Earth’s surface.   

Technological revolutions in low-power instrumentation 
are fueling a new era of volcano monitoring systems capable 
of collecting and transmitting real-time data with increased 
precision and resolution for improved eruption forecasting.  

During the past decade in Washington, the U.S. 
Geological Survey (USGS) and the Pacific Northwest 
Seismograph Network have expanded monitoring 
networks on Mount St. Helens and Mount Rainier, 
and plans are in development now to augment 
sparse monitoring on other hazardous Washington 
volcanoes including Mount Baker and Glacier Peak. 
While hiking in these areas, you might see these 
instruments on a volcano’s slopes. These instruments 
are hard at work for communities downwind and 
downstream of the volcano.

May Is Volcano Awareness Month

Observing Volcano Awareness Month
When volcanoes are quiet, they aren't high on people’s daily list 
of concerns. That doesn’t mean that we shouldn’t be aware.

p  Learn about the location of volcano hazard zones near 
your home, schools and places of business.  

p  Inquire about community evacuation plans, and follow 
official advisories to help you survive with less disruption.   

p  Prepare your home with extra supplies and an emergency 
communication plan to reduce losses and help your family live 
with greater peace of mind. 

For more information on volcano awareness 
and preparedness information, visit:

USGS Cascades: volcanoes.usgs.gov/observatories/cvo/

Pacific NW Seismic Network: pnsn.org/earthquakes/recent

Volcanoes have been erupting in the Cascade 
Range for over 500,000 years. During the past 4,000 
years eruptions have occurred at an average rate of 
about 2 per century. Each volcano icon indicates an 
eruption or period of multiple eruptions.  uuu

ppp  Before the devastating May 18, 1980 eruption, Mount St. 
Helens was considered to be one of the most beautiful and most 
frequently climbed peaks in the Cascades. Spirit Lake was a 
vacation area for hiking, boating, fishing and camping.

U.S. Forest Service

Being prepared in Washington's living landscape  |  Carolyn Driedger Mastin, USGS
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 Featured State Park: 

Riverside
Three years before the creation of the National Park System, Washingtonians implemented this “best 
idea” to preserve natural and cultural heritage sites across the state. With 117 gems, Washington’s 

state parks stretch from mountaintop to sagebrush to sea. Plan to visit one this year.

By
John Floberg

off the Rutter Parkway, to the site of the 1810 fur trading post that 
marks the first permanent white settlement in Washington state, it’s 
obvious this place has held a bounty and been significant to people 
over the ages. And here, wildlife abounds. A paddle along the Little 
Spokane can yield views of ospreys, eagles, moose and black bear.

Celebrate the Centennial 
at Riverside State Park

On June 8, 2013, Riverside State 
Park will be hosting its 100-year 
Centennial Celebration, one of two 
big birthday parties this year to rejoice 
in having created a state park system 
in 1913 that saves our best places for 
future generations. A variety of exciting 
programs are planned at Riverside, with 
invitations to Gov. Jay Inslee and the 
Spokane Tribe to offer their blessings 
from the Bowl and Pitcher site.  
Visit wspf.org for more information.

For more events and info visit 
parks.wa.gov

As part of Washington State Parks' 
centennial celebration, it has just 
launched the official Washington State 
Parks Smartphone App. Available for 
both iPhone and Android devices, and 
powered by Pocket Ranger, the new 
app gives users fingertip access to more 
than 100 state parks, historic sites and 
campgrounds with detailed information, 
maps and directions. The app also 
features news, advisories and weather 
alerts, gPS mapping features, social 
networking and photo sharing, and a 
real-time calendar of events. Download 
it for free today, and plan your next visit 
to a Washington state park.

No Washington state park comes close to the diversity of hiking 
trails coursing through Riverside’s more than 10,000 acres. Here the 
meandering Spokane and Little Spokane Rivers form the backbone 
of more than 100 miles of bootpaths leading to all points of the 
compass, including the Centennial Trail, which runs through the park 
all the way to Idaho—or if you break a shoelace, 6 miles to REI in 
downtown Spokane. Backpackers can seek adventure hiking to the 
Bowl and Pitcher, Washington’s version of Stonehenge. The Bowl 
and Pitcher’s large basaltic monoliths along the Spokane River are 
rooted in running rapids skirting the shoreline of a south-facing river 
promontory with a 200-foot sheer drop, and make an ideal setting 
for either managed or primitive-site camping nearby.  

In Washington, no other park—local, state or federal—embraces a 
wider range of users, or a wider range of the imagination for what 
locomotion propels its visitors. On land you have backpackers, 
hikers, trail runners, dog walkers, equestrians, road bikers, mountain 
bikers, dirt bikers, ORVers, skiers, fat bikers and snowmobilers, 
while the rivers host whitewater kayakers, rafters, slack-water 
canoeists, swimmers and paddleboarders. In short, if you can 
conceive of a way to explore the outdoors, there’s probably a place 
for you to do it at Riverside. There’s also plenty of more casual 
recreation like sightseeing, picnicking, bird watching and fishing.

Riverside has a deep beauty and a rich history that runs on and on, 
like the rivers that flow through it. From the 7 million-year-old fossil 
beds of ancient forests climbing the walls of Deep Creek Canyon, 
to the colored traces of petroglyphs adorning Indian Painted Rocks 

Courtesy of Visit Spokane
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Engineering Trails

By Janice Van Cleve

Alexa Lindauer

What is the difference between a turnpike and 
a puncheon? One WTA volunteer quipped that 
when a puncheon goes rotten, you could “punch 
through” and hurt yourself. That’s essentially true, 
because a turnpike rests on the ground and is 
filled with rocks while a puncheon is an elevated 
boardwalk made of planks.  

Pete Dewell, in his manual for trail building and maintenance, 
Tread And Retread The Trails, says, “Technically a bridge, 
a puncheon is a low-lying structure designed to create 
a trail through a swampy area, where a turnpike cannot 
reasonably perform.” The key word here is “reasonably.” In 

order to determine whether a turnpike or a puncheon is most 
appropriate, the crew chief must analyze the ground, the 
materials at hand, who will use the trail and the amount of labor 
it will take. Of course, safety for both the builders and the users 
is always considered.

Like bridges, puncheons take real engineering. Keeping the 
deck level is vital since puncheons typically don’t have handrails, 
so everything depends on a stable foundation. The sills must 
be level with each other and from end to end. Sometimes either 
the sill or the stringer must be notched to achieve a level plane, 
and sometimes supporting piers are used midspan. In boggy or 
muddy conditions, rocks or other logs are built up underneath to 
support the sills.  

Additionally, rails are often placed along the sides of puncheon 
decking. These can be logs or dimensional lumber to help keep 
hikers, horses and bikes from sliding off the wooden surface. 
Rails also help horses feel more sure of themselves when they 
are not on firm ground.   

The major enemies of puncheons are moss, mud or water 
that can collect on the deck and deteriorate the wood. For this 
reason, decking is often spaced to facilitate drainage and allow 
the wood to “breathe” and dry out faster. If rails are installed 
along the sides, spacers are used to raise them up off the deck 
for the same reason. Even so, periodic maintenance is necessary 
to clean debris off the surface and from between the boards, to 
extend the life of the structure.  

All wood structures in the outdoors inevitably deteriorate over 
time. That’s just the nature of things. Yet a well-built puncheon 
that suffers no catastrophic damage (from a big tree falling on it 
or an avalanche wiping it out) can serve hikers for many years 
while protecting the underlying ecosystem.

Tread and Retread the Trails by Pete Dewell can be purchased for 
$10 plus postage. Send an email to juliancdewell@comcast.net.

BRIDGE/PUNCHEON
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A WTA work crew puts the 
finishing touches on the Grand Ridge puncheon, an epic 600-foot 
boardwalk that was completed in 2012. Having already laid the stringers 
lengthwise and attached the bull rails to prevent stock from slipping 
off the sides, volunteers nail spikes in to secure the decking. The Grand 
Ridge puncheon was built completely of native materials, found and 
milled just feet from the trail's location.

Planning schematic for 
puncheon building. 
Illustration by Pete Dewell.
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WTA Trail Maintenance 1993–2013

 
King County Parks

Volunteer crews worked on the Grand Ridge trail section-by-section, 
switchback-by-switchback, work party-by-work party, over 11 years, 
culminating with the completion of a 600-foot boardwalk in 2012. The 
trail is designed to carry hikers, bikers and equestrians 7 miles from I-90 
near Issaquah to Duthie Hill Park, providing a much-needed hiking and 
mountain biking opportunity close to a growing urban area. 

Begun in 2001, Grand Ridge quickly became WTA’s baby. Due to its 
frontcountry, typically snow-free location, WTA crews were able to 
work on Grand Ridge year-round, when most other trail projects were 
inaccessible. Year after year, crews worked their way north, gaining skills 
that were put to the test with two final projects: a 40-foot, 5-foot wide 
bridge built entirely on-site and the long puncheon (boardwalk) through 
wetlands at the north end.

 
Alpine Lakes Wilderness

After the infamous floods of 2006 washed out part of the West Fork 
Foss River Trail, it seemed likely that this section the Alpine Lakes 
Wilderness might become permanently inaccessible. A log bridge near 
the trailhead was constantly washing out, and the trail itself sometimes 
became a channel of the river. So when WTA appeared on the scene 
thanks to funding from the Spring Trust for Trails, the hiking community 
breathed a collective sigh of relief.

In the summer of 2010, WTA crews set to work rebuilding a new section 
of trail. Youth and adult crews alike unearthed duff and heaved rocks and 
gravel onto the new trail bed, and in August of 2011, the reroute was 
completed. A popular high country expedition, this smooth-treaded trail 
will undoubtedly be leading hikers into the heart of the wilderness for 
years to come, thanks to WTA volunteers.

HiKE iT!
MilEAGE: 7 miles

ElEvATiON GAiN: 1,100 feet

ElEvATiON TOP: 1,050 feet

MAP: Grand Ridge Trail

GuiDE: kingcounty.gov/ 
recreation/parks

PERMiT: None

DOGS: Leashed

HiKE iT!
MilEAGE: 13 miles

ElEvATiON GAiN: 3,700 feet

ElEvATiON TOP: 4,900 feet

MAP: Green Trails 175

GuiDE: Day Hiking:  
Central Cascades

PERMiT: NW Forest Pass

DOGS: Leashed

Signature Projects

After 13 years of 
crew leading for 
WTA, Mike Owens 
is hanging up his 
blue hat. He claims 
that this time, his 
retirement is real. 

If you've ever done a 
midweek work party in 
the Seattle area, you've 
probably met Mike O. With 2,350 trail work days 
under his belt, Mike has spent more days on trail 
with WTA than anyone else. Since he started as a 
volunteer in 1998, Mike has broken two shovels and 
two grub hoes in his utter enthusiasm for trail work.

Mike has overseen almost all of the work WTA 
crews have done on King County as well as many 
of the projects on the Darrington, Cle Elum and 
Snoqualmie–North Bend districts. He leaves behind 
a legacy of unbeatable trail technique, gentle 
instruction and a sense of humor that makes his 
work parties more about fun than work. Green 
hats and orange hats alike will miss Mike's staunch 
leadership, but they won't have to miss him for long. 
In the coming months, look for Mike O. swinging a 
Pulaski and sporting a shiny new orange hat.

Filling the gap with Mike's departure will be 
Zachary McBride, who will be crew leading most of 
the day trips in the Puget Sound area year-round, so 
the next time you venture out on a work party close 
to Seattle, you'll probably meet Zachary.

Before working for WTA, Zachary did a stint 
restoring backcountry lands in the Mojave 
Desert and Great Basin areas with the Student 
Conservation Association and then leading volunteer 
restoration crews in the Puget Sound area with 
EarthCorps. Now that he has landed in the world of 
trail maintenance, Zachary concludes, "Building trails 
is more fun. Opening up responsible access rather 

than limiting access 
is more appealing 
to people because 
it allows them to 
recreate."

Working for other 
environmental groups, 
Zachary had always 
heard about WTA's 
work and now is 
excited to be part of it.

Comings and 
Goings at WTA
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Jonathan Guzzo
Advocacy Director
jonathan@wta.org

Action for Trails

It’s a big trail-world out there. Washington’s public lands are 
threaded with miles of routes, and hikers share most of them with other 
trail users. When we’re not deep inside wilderness territory, we’re often 
hiking alongside mountain bikers, equestrians, and occasionally motorized 
trail users. As courteous hikers, we step aside to let mountain bikers pass, 
or move to the downhill side of the trail to let equestrians pass. Similarly, 
mountain bikers often courteously ring a bell above blind corners or 
announce “Bike!” to alert hikers of their approach. They may also raise 
a few fingers to indicate that there are other mountain bikers following 
behind them. Equestrians often tip their hats in passing and have been 
known to invite hikers into their camps at night—and sometimes even 
sharing some of their cold beer. These little acts of sharing the trail are 
both practical and polite.

But sharing trails goes beyond these passing moments. We share our 
care for the trails. WTA works regularly with both the mountain biking 
and equestrian communities on trail maintenance projects. The recently 
completed Grand Ridge Trail was a long-term project with Evergreen 
Mountain Bike Alliance, and we’re currently partnering with Columbia 
Area Mountain Bike Advocates and Northwest Trail Alliance on trail 
projects in the Columbia River Gorge. The Back Country Horsemen of 
Washington (BCHW) and other equestrian groups often pack in many of 
WTA’s Volunteer Vacations, making sure that our hungry volunteers are 
well-nourished by fresh food and have the needed supplies. 

What’s more, WTA’s advocacy program is strengthened by our 
work with these partners. Not only do we share fundamental goals 
in the recreational realm, but also in the legislative arena—protecting 
programs that, like the Nonhighway and Off-Road Vehicle Activities 
(NOVA) program, fund all of our recreation opportunities, and increasing 
appropriated funds for trails. We worked closely with the mountain biking 
community to reform the NOVA program in 2004, and have traveled to 
Washington, D.C., with representatives of BCHW to push for increased 
funding for trails at the federal level. And both mountain bikers and 
equestrians have stepped up to support new designated wilderness in 
recent years.

So the next time you’re hiking and encounter a mountain biker or 
horse rider, remember these partnerships. They make us all stronger and 
more effective, and foster a spirit of connection between all of us who 
love the outdoors. And they’re a result of the spirit of sharing that drives 
volunteers of all stripes to give back to the wild places that nourish them.

Visit wta.org/sharethetrail for more information on trail ethics and 
common courtesies that enhance all trail users' experiences. Then join the 
conversation at facebook.com/washingtonhikers.

Sharing the Trail
Hikers, Bikers & Equestrians

Alpine - $1,000-$2,499 
LakeWenatcheeInfo.com  •  MSR® 

Emergent BioSolutions  •  Therm-a-Rest®

To find out how your company can support 
WTA’s work for trails, please call us at  

(206) 625-1367 or email lisac@wta.org.

Cascade - $2,500-$9,999

olympic - $10,000-$24,999

We extend our thanks to
WTA’s Corporate Partners                             

Rainier - $25,000+

Shuksan1

Ryan Ojerio
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Krista Dooley
Youth Programs Manager

krista@wta.org

Youth & Families

HiKE iT:   
Umtanum Creek Falls
Hike downhill, enjoy spring blooms and 
throw rocks into a punchbowl at the 
bottom of a 40-foot waterfall.  

An easy stroll along a burbly creek, the 
Umtanum Creek Falls Trail has something 
for everyone in the family to enjoy. The way 
is shaded by Douglas-fir and ponderosa 
pine. Kids should look closely for wildflowers 
like yellow desert-parsley, bluebells, squaw 
currant and bitterbrush. Encourage them 
to listen to the different bird songs, using 
binoculars to spot bluebirds, woodpeckers 
and more. Identify the sweet fragrance of 
sagebrush, while keeping an eye out for 
bighorn sheep on nearby canyon walls. The 
trail opens up to reveal Umtanum Creek 
Falls, a pretty little waterfall that cascades 
into a pool surrounded on three sides by 
basalt walls. Hikers can take a rough trail to 
the bottom of the falls, or stay at the top and 
enjoy the view.

Flowers in the Desert
Geology, flora and fauna in central Washington

Looking for a spring getaway for the whole family? A visit to central 
Washington’s shrub-steppe in May offers warm weather, bright sun, 
abundant wildflowers, cacophonous birdsong and a close-up lesson 
in history and geology. There are opportunities for hiking, camping, 
geocaching, fishing, boating and more. 

It’s a veritable playground for the kids, but it doesn’t always look that 
way as you’re speeding through in a car. It’s important to get outside and 
explore. If possible, go for a weekend and engage in a mix of activities. 
Take a short hike in the morning, spread out a picnic lunch at one of the 
many state parks at noon and drop a fishing line into one of the little lakes 
in the afternoon (kids don’t need a fishing license). Camp or stay in one of 
the small towns along your way.

Do a bit of research in advance of your trip so you can bring the landscape 
alive for the kids. Check out weird geology, like the petrified trees at Ginkgo 
Petrified Forest State Park or the now-dry ice age waterfall at Sun Lakes 
State Park. Tour the Grand Coulee Dam to learn about water power and 
Puget Sound Energy’s Wild Horse Wind and Solar Facility to learn about 
all of those giant wind turbines. Bring field guides so you can identify the 
dozens of species of wildflowers and birds to be found.

After a spring weekend in Washington’s desert, everyone will go home 
with a greater appreciation for this region—from the diversity of plant and 
animal life to the impressive forces that shaped the land.

Hiking in the desert
This is rattlesnake country, and snakes emerge as the days grow warmer. Before 
departing, it is important to discuss with children about how to stay safe in a 
desert environment, as well as plan to keep dogs leashed.

â  Stick to paths. Snakes are partial to rocky, grassy and wet areas.

â  Watch your step. Snakes, cactus and sensitive plants could be underfoot.

â  Check for ticks. Do a body check at the end of the day.

DiSTANCE  3 miles round trip 

ElEvATiON GAiN  700 feet 

HiGHEST ElEvATiON  2,000 feet 

PERMiT  Discover Pass

DiRECTiONS  In Ellensburg, take Umtanum 
Road 9.8 miles to a signed trailhead area.

POST-HiKE  Count the number of bluebirds 
you can spy along Umtanum Road.

Shuksan1

Susan Elderkin
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Your                   Guide to

" Since we don’t have wings to get to high places, we may as well 
exercise our feet. Since we are exercising our feet, we may as 
well exercise our backs. And since we are exercising our backs, 
we’ ll be able to carry more things to spend more time in the wild 
places, which allows us to exercise our souls."

 – Tami Asars
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You’ve day hiked from one end of Washington’s Cascades 
to the other, but now you long for more—higher, farther, 
deeper. Backpacking will get you there.  

There is something soulful and magical about spending the night in the 
outdoors with only the possessions you carry with you, getting down to 
the root of things. it’s a chance to watch daylight turn to dusk, painting 
mountains, streams and meadows in a sunset glow, followed by intensely 
silent and starry nights, then finally waking to the sun’s brilliance illuminating 
wild landscapes seen by few. it’s an opportunity to embrace our vitality, 
challenge our endurance, shed the conveniences of modern life and rally our 
inner survivalist. This is backpacking, otherwise known as day hiking, shaken, 
with a twist of nightfall.

Since long ago, people have carried their possessions on their backs and 
shoulders. it began as a survival skill, with baskets filled with harvest goods, 
through the ages of exploration and discovery, carrying life’s necessities 
wherever one traveled. over time, invention relieved travelers of their loads, 
but there were those who realized that they could travel cheaply by stuffing 
things into a backpack and seeing the world with the power of their own 
two feet. So began the birth of backpacking wanderlust, where lugging 
life’s provisions was no longer a necessity but a form of recreation, granting 
a sense of freedom and exploration. Today, achieving the solitude of wild 
places with the assistance of modern equipment has helped to revolutionize 
the experience, opening the wilderness to all ages, abilities and interests.

if you are just getting into backpacking but haven’t taken the first leap, 
you’ll find the transition from day hiking is pretty straightforward with 

the right information and a little know-
how. While the details may at first seem 
overwhelming, when you break down 
each category, from planning to gear to 
food, you’ll be able to better understand 
what you’ll need and how to have a 
successful trip. of course, nothing is quite 
as effective as some first-hand experience 
and a little trial and error. 

To help you take those first steps, the 
following pages are full of helpful tips 
and best practices to assist you in kicking 
off a fun, new experience. We’ll guide 
you through trip and meal planning, plus 
help you pack your pack so you’re not 
falling over at the trailhead. There’s info 

on preparing a first-aid kit and how to deal with blisters—because you will 
get them, but they don’t have to ruin your trip. And we’ll show you how to 
maximize your experience in the backcountry while being a good steward to 
your surroundings and being a thoughtful hiker to others on the trail.  

So load your sleeping bag and favorite trail snacks, get your pack on 
and go explore with abandon. Spend the night perched on a high 
peak putting the sun to sleep. And of course, be sure to explore your 
own wanderlust with your feet, your back and your soul!

Figuring out what area to visit is half the battle. 
The other half is planning your adventure, 
evaluating your distances and elevation gains and 
determining the best timing.  

Map & Guidebook  Start your trip planning 
by thumbing through a good trail guidebook. 
This will stir up the imagination with photos and 
trail descriptions, as well as give you a good idea 
of distance and elevation gain. Once you make 
a destination decision, a good topographic map 
will help you identify trailheads along with where 
you’ll camp each night. 

TiMinG & perMiTS  Rarely, even in a normal 
snowpack year, does the high country melt out 
before mid- to late July. Lingering snow can 
make for hazardous crossings on steep slopes 
or swollen creeks. Check with the appropriate 
land management agency for suggestions on 
the best times of year to visit and information on 
snowpack, trail and road conditions. Find out if the 
area of interest requires a permit or if there are any 
restrictions on camping.

SeT an iTinerary  When selecting your 
backpacking trip, decide if you want to base camp 
or pack up camp and migrate each day. Base 
camping is a good option for those who might 
not want the hassle of breaking down camp each 
day. Base camping also allows you to fill your days 
with lighter, local explorations of surrounding 
lakes, ridges and peaks. The other option is to 
migrate from location to location and set up camp 
at a different site each day. This opens up the 
possibilities of going farther, seeing more scenery 
and making longer loops out of connecting trails. 
Either way, as a beginner, remember to take it easy 
and not plan days that are too long or too difficult.

ConSulT wiTh The proS  Visit wta.org to 
help plan your adventure. Here you can check 
trails and conditions with the latest trip reports, 
and get info on all of the best trail destinations for 
each season. Also, talk with service staff at your 
local outdoor store. They can offer insights on local 
trails, make suggestions and help you select what 
you need, and what you don’t, to ensure that you 
have a memorable, not miserable, experience.è
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Gearing up for an overnight backpacking trip can seem overwhelming 
at first. A simple way of looking at it is utilizing your day hiking items—
apparel, a few accessories and the Ten Essentials—plus items for 
preparing meals, obtaining drinking water and a shelter for sleeping. 
You’re going to be on the move, enjoying the wilderness. You want 
to have everything you need to be safe and comfortable, while not 
overloading yourself with too much weight. Here’s a look at the basics.

bACkPACkS  Selecting a pack that fits your body and torso length 
is the most important aspect in ensuring that you have a pleasant trip. 
Choose a size that will support you for the kind of backpacking you’ll 
be doing, whether short weekends or weeklong treks. It should be 
roomy enough to carry all that’s needed, yet not so big that its contents 
jostle around loosely inside. When properly packed it should support 
a comfortable, balanced load, while keeping essentials within easy 
access. And here in the Northwest, a rain cover is a must!

APPARel  Just as in day hiking, layering and breathable fabrics 
are the way to go: a wicking baselayer, an insulating midlayer and a 
hooded, water-repellent shell. For those chilly overnights, consider 
adding a lightweight, compressible down or synthetic jacket. And don’t 
forget gloves, a hat, dry socks and any additional undergarments. A 
good practice is to keep essentials—rain gear, gloves, dry socks—easily 
accessible for quick changes, and pack your other items in a resealable 
plastic bag or water-repellent stuff sack to ensure they stay dry.

booTS & SoCkS  Your back and hips carry the pack, but your feet 
carry the entire weight of your body and everything attached. This can 
be shocking to feet that are suddenly burdened with an additional 
30-plus pounds of gear and food. Sturdy boots offer added support to 
avoid twisting and rolling, and more stability to help you balance your 
load. The key to avoiding badly worn feet is proper fit and keeping 

them dry. Break in your boots on walks around town or day hikes, and 
wear moisture-wicking socks to let your feet breathe.

TenTS  The standard backpacking shelter is the tent. Lighter-weight 
backpackers sometimes opt for tarps or bivy sacks, but a reliable 
tent will shelter you and your gear through the best and worst. 
New design and material technology have made even entry-level 
backpacking tents lighter and more affordable. From the variety of 
sizes and configurations available, select a model that will comfortably 
accommodate you and whoever will be joining you. Cramped quarters 
can put a damper on any overnight adventure.

SleePIng bAgS & PADS  A proper sleeping bag will ensure a 
cozy night’s rest after long days on trail. Down bags are lighter and 
more compressible, while synthetic bags are more water repellent. 
Choose a bag with a temperature rating that will accommodate where 
and when you plan to hike, considering whether you’re a “warm” or 
“cold” sleeper, and remembering that overnight alpine temps can drop 
below freezing even in summer. Insulate yourself from the ground—
and add a little extra comfort—with a good foam or inflatable pad. 

WATeR & CookIng  You will only go as far as you stay hydrated 
and nourished. While the idea of drinking directly from clear mountain 
streams sounds idyllic, there are contaminants in mountain water you 
want nothing to do with. A reliable water filter or treatment system 
will ensure safe drinking. For preparing your backcountry supper, a 
compact backpacking stove will serve you well. Simple canister stoves 
can boil water and make easy meals while offering quick setup and 
easy portability. And don’t forget to carry extra matches.

As you make more trips, it becomes easier to determine what you must 
have and what you’re willing to give up. Keep notes after a trip. What 
did you use? What didn’t you really need? Choose items that can serve 
multiple purposes, e.g., your rolled-up down jacket makes a nice pillow. 
But discard items wisely. Just because you didn’t use your rain shell on 
your last trip doesn’t mean it should be cast aside.

Backpacking as a form of recreation can be a lifelong investment. 
Quality backpacking gear is not cheap, so your purchases should be 
made with care and consideration. There’s no need to break the bank 
by buying a whole kit in one shopping spree. Many outdoor retailers 
offer gear rentals to help you determine what works best for you. One 
thing is for certain: 
once you’ve been 
bitten by the back- 
packing bug, you’ll 
want to be out 
there all the time.è

Navigation: map and compass

Sun protection: sunglasses & sunscreen

Insulation: extra clothing & rain gear

Illumination: headlamp or flashlight

First-aid: supplies & medications

Fire: waterproof matches or lighter

Repair: multitool & duct tape

Nutrition: extra food

Hydration: extra water

Emergency: shelter & whistle
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Menu

Planning a tasty, sustaining diet for a back-
packing trip is a daunting task for many new 
backpackers. What kinds of foods should you 
pack? How much do you need? If you don’t 
have enough food, the resulting lack of body 
fuel can mean a serious deterioration in your 
energy, and thus a less enjoyable experience. 
Alternatively, packing too much of the wrong 
kinds of food can seriously impact your pack 
weight. Here are three easy steps to planning 
a successful backpacking menu to keep you 
moving down the trail with ease.

1) knoW youR CAloRIe neeDS 
To fuel a successful trip, start by mapping 
out your energy needs for your trip. You’ll 
expend much more energy, and need many 
more calories, for a backpacking trip than 
what you would need for a typical day of 
“regular life.” An average-sized person with a 
30- to 40-pound pack on a moderate trip will 
burn 3,000 to 4,500 calories per day. Rugged 
terrain, high elevations, cold temperatures 
and longer or faster hiking days can demand 
even more energy. With time and experience 
you’ll gain a good idea of your own body’s 
daily calorie needs.

2) PlAn A TASTy TRAIl Menu 
Many new backpackers—and even some 
older ones—find themselves intimidated 
by planning a trail menu that delivers their 
daily energy needs in foods they enjoy, while 
keeping their pack light. Foods vary widely 
in their “calorie density.” A fresh, crisp apple 
carries around 240 calories per pound, while 
macadamia nuts carry almost 3,300 calories 
per pound. Essentially, your trail menu needs 
to pack the highest possible calories per 
pound. This means choosing foods you enjoy 
eating for days at a time that carry a relatively 
high fat content and low water content. 
Backpacking is not the time for a low-fat, 
high-fiber, fresh-food diet!  

Start by making a list of all the items you 
would consider for a day’s menu:  breakfast, 
lunch, snacks and dinner. Use food labels 
or online tools (caloriecount.about.com) to 
select favorite foods with a higher fat content, 
and build a variety of these into your menu. 
Many tasty—and healthy—foods like nuts, 
nut butters, chocolate, salami and cheese 
can be backpacking meals in themselves, or 
mixed in with other foods to boost calories 
with less weight. Regrettably, we cannot live 
on fat alone, so you’ll want a balanced and 
varied trail menu: carbs for quick energy, fat 
for sustained energy and protein to maintain 
muscle.  Here are some trail food tips.

u  Keep fresh foods (with high water content) 
down to a few small durable items as an 
occasional treat, e.g., baby carrots, cherries.  

u  Look for shelf-stable meats and cheeses 
that last for days without spoiling.

u  Bring durable flatbreads, e.g., naan, 
tortillas, bagels or sturdy crackers for dipping, 
spreading, wrapping or just munching.

u  Experiment with freeze-dried and 
dehydrated versions of your favorite foods 
or meal ingredients. Find them in your local 
store and online, or dehydrate them yourself.  

u  Many tasty high-calorie prepackaged 
freeze-dried meals are available, e.g., lasagna, 
risotto, chili-mac, curries and stews. There are 
even vegetarian and vegan options.

u  Don’t forget dessert: cookies, instant 
pudding or cheesecake, and chocolate.

3) PACk SMART  The best way to manage 
your pack weight, while assuring you have 
what you’ll need, is to work from a plan or 
checklist. A good target pack weight for a 
3- to 4-day backpack is 30 to 35 pounds, 

including all gear, clothing, food, water and 
fuel. The food to deliver your 3,000 to 4,500 
calories per day should weigh about 1.5 to 2 
pounds per day.

Start by measuring out your daily meal 
servings based on the food’s label, or what 
you consider a serving size. After a few 
trips, you’ll be able to fine-tune what the 
appropriate serving size should be, either 
increasing or decreasing the amount. Don’t 
forget a selection of snacks. Backpackers 
should snack at least every hour on trail to 
keep energy levels up. Good snacks include 
trail mixes, nut butters and energy bars.  

Once all of your food has been assembled, 
repackage as much as you can into resealable 
baggies. This will eliminate unwanted weight 
and bulk as you pack and minimize trash 
while you’re on trail. You may also consider 
using an organizational system, by packing 
all of each day’s meals into larger bags. 
Remember to keep foods you’ll likely be 
needing on trail—snacks and lunches—
accessible, and not buried. It’s good practice 

Load up your menu with foods 
that you look forward to eating. 
Food carried and not eaten is 
the least efficient weight of all.

Use this 3-step 
process to 
come up with 
countless meal 
concoctions by 
combining any 
of these:

� bean flakes

� instant rice

�  instant mashed 
potatoes

� dried hummus

� ramen noodles

� couscous

     – with –

� cheese

� dried meats

� nuts

� dried fruits

� dried veggies

     – with –

�  sauce packets

� flavored olive oil

� dried spices
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There is no exact way to pack a backpack, but there are some general guidelines 
that will make it easier for you to access what you need, when you need it, and ease 
your load carried over a long day. Packing heavy items centered in your pack helps 
create a balanced, comfortable center of gravity. The goal is to have a load that rests 
on your hips and feels stable and predictable as you hike.  

Whether packing at home or at the trailhead, spread out your gear and visually 
confirm that you have everything that you need. Use a checklist. You may be 
tempted to simply throw everything into your pack, but packing it properly will 
improve your overall experience. A properly packed backpack can feel lighter than 
it actually is.

MAIn CoMPARTMenT PACkIng  The bottom of your backpack is a 
good place to store items you won’t need until camp at the end of the day. Many 
backpacks have a separate sleeping bag compartment. If not, stuff your sleeping 
bag in the bottom of your pack. The heaviest items should be placed on top of your 
sleeping bag, close to your spine. This includes your food, water supply, cooking kit 
and stove. Any liquid fuel should be packed upright and placed below your food 
in case of spillage. The lightest items—tent pieces, insulating clothing, rain gear—
should be packed farthest away from your body. Wrapping lighter items around 
heavier items prevents shifting and fills empty spaces.

ToP lID PACkIng  This is where you store frequently used items that need to 
be within easy reach. This is the ideal place to carry your Ten Essentials, plus snacks, 
pack cover and sanitation items. This is also where you want to keep any emergency 
medications. Additional external pockets can help organize these close-at-hand 
items as well.è

Watch a video showing the ideal pack loading process at youtube.com/wtahiker.

Pack your sleeping bag and clothing away from your food 
supply and toiletries, especially in bear country.

If your pack has a hydration bladder sleeve, it’s easier to 
insert your reservoir while your pack is mostly empty.

Minimize gear attached to your pack’s exterior, as these 
items can snag on brush or impair your stability.

Fill up empty spaces with items that don’t require quick 
access; put small items inside your cooking pot.

Carry a pack cover if one is not integrated onto your pack. 
Even if you have a waterproof pack, seams and zippers can 
leak in heavy rain.

to pack one extra day’s worth of food per person, in 
case of emergency, but resist the temptation to add 
extras “just because.”

FooD SToRAge  When you’re out in the wilderness, 
after long days on trail, you’re going to want all the food 
you’ve carried with you—and so are many of the critters 
that reside out there. Before tossing all your meals into 
a plastic grocery bag and cramming it into your pack, 
be sure to consider the type of terrain you’ll be camping 
in, and be aware of any food storage regulations. 

If using a stuff sack or dry bag to carry your food, it will 
need to be properly hung. Will there be suitable trees 
for hanging your food? This will require you to also 
carry along a length of thin rope or cord. Food canisters, 
while bulkier and heavier, are easier to use in any 
wilderness environment and need only to be stashed 
away from your camp.

A good practice is to carry an extra resealable bag in 
your pocket for trash and wrappers. Be sure to store 
this, and any extra food from pockets in your pack, in 
your food bag or can at the end of the day. And never, 
ever, store food in your tent with you.

TeST AnD ReFIne  After each trip, assess what 
you’ve brought back uneaten and what was insufficient 
so you can improve your menu plan for the next trip. 
Experiment with combinations of items. Try alternatives 
for heavier items. Over time, your pack will get lighter 
and your confidence and enjoyment will grow.è

Get more info on menu planning at wta.org/menuplan.
Carry your identification, emergency contact information, and a medication 
and allergy list with you. If you carry any emergency medication (inhaler, bee 
sting kit, epipen), make sure your hiking partners know where it is located in 
your pack in case you need assistance using it.

n  Extra-light: 
rain gear, puffy jacket

n  Light: 
Ten Essentials, socks

n  Moderate: 
sleeping bag, tent

n  Heavy: 
food, water
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The importance of leaving an itinerary for family and 
friends cannot be overstated—no one wants to be the 
next Aron Ralston. To ensure your own safety—and 
the peace of mind of friends and family—you should 
always leave a detailed itinerary in the unlikely case 
that you become lost or injured on trail.

The simplest form of itinerary includes the name and 
location of where you’ll be hiking, and your planned 
entry and exit dates. But the more information you 
leave for rescuers, the easier it will be for them if a 
situation arises. Good practice is to include the county 
you’ll be hiking in, your vehicle description and 
license plate, and the trailhead you’ll be parking at. 
The most thorough itinerary is a copy of your hiking 
trail map showing your planned mileage each day, 
camp locations and side trips you may have in mind.

Finally, arrange to make a “safe call” when you come 
out. Do not promise an exact exit time, as weather, 
minor incidents or amazing scenery can cause delays 
when there’s not really an emergency—and you don’t 
want the cavalry looking for you if you just waited out 
a rainstorm or wanted one more day in the glorious 
meadow you’ve been camped at. So inform your 
contact that they shouldn’t freak out if they don’t hear 
from you at an exact time and date, but be diligent to 
end your trip as planned, knowing that your contacts 
are waiting to hear that you’ve returned safely.

SATellITe TRACkIng DevICeS 
Many hikers now use portable tracking devices, such 
as the SPoT Satellite Messenger, that transmit their 
location via satellite and GPS technology. Using a 
selection of check-in features, you can constantly send 
your location from anywhere on the planet, which is 
then marked on a Google map. This lets those back at 
home track your progress online. 

In the event of an emergency, an SOS button sends a 
signal with your exact location to your preset contacts 
and a dispatcher, who in turn alerts local emergency 
and search-and-rescue services. Of course, there are 
limitations to these devices and, as with all electronics 
in the backcountry, they’re only useful as long as you 
have batteries for them, but they’re not a bad piece of 
“hiking insurance” if ever needed.è

As one of the Ten Essentials, a first-aid kit should be carried by every hiker. When 
stepping up from day hiking to backpacking—when you’ll be going farther and gone 
longer—additional items should be carried to treat minor injuries or impairments that 
can occur. Consider adding some all-natural first-aid treatments to your kit.

CuTS & SCRAPeS  Like it or not, you can count on a few of these on 
extended wilderness outings. Use a little Wise Woman herbals boo boo 
Spray, made of calendula, aloe vera, spring water and organic alcohol. 
Apply direct pressure to stop any bleeding, clean with soap and water, then 
apply the Boo Boo Spray externally, directly on wounds, and cover with 
a bandage to keep clean. If there is swelling and bruising, homeopathic 
arnica may be used orally. wisewomanherbals.com

STRAInS & SPRAInS  Wilderness areas can be rough on the body, 
especially when moving over uneven terrain and carrying a heavy backpack. 
If you experience a strain or sprain, apply cold to the area as soon as possible: 
5 to 10 minutes on, 5 to 10 minutes off for three cycles, repeating up to three 
times daily. homeopathic arnica*, made from the flowering plant Arnica 
montana, has been used medicinally for centuries for bruises, strains and 
sprains. A 100% arnica cream or a combination containing arnica and other 
natural anti-inflammatory ingredients may be used.

PAIn RelIeF  For years, hikers have popped ibuprofen to combat 
muscle aches and pains following long days on trail. But “Vitamin I” isn’t all 
it’s cracked up to be—and can actually do more harm than good. A natural 
alternative to ibuprofen and other over-the-counter medications for pain 
secondary to muscle strain, joint problems, bruising or sport injuries is 
Traumeel homeopathic oral tablets. Each tablet contains a combination of 
active homeopathic ingredients and can be used by all ages.  

SunbuRnS  Sun coverage including a wide-brimmed hat and long 
sleeves should be used for protection and burn prevention. Use a natural 
sunscreen, at least SPF 30, along with a good lip balm containing zinc oxide 
to prevent fever blisters and burned or chapped lips. Staying hydrated is 
very important. If you do get a sunburn, aloe vera gel, a calendula succus 
spray or calendula cream may be applied to help reduce the pain, redness 
and promote healing of the skin. 

ACuTe MounTAIn SICkneSS (AMS)  Altitude sickness can strike 
as low as 5,000 feet, can affect hikers of any age, and can be mild to life-threatening. 
Common symptoms of AMS range from mild headache and fatigue to 
nausea, vomiting, rapid pulse and shortness of breath. To help avoid 
AMS, gain elevation slowly, stay hydrated, rest regularly and avoid 
consuming alcohol and caffeine. If you’re prone to altitude sickness, 
or to help reduce your chances of AMS, drink Acli-Mate Mountain 
Sport Drink three times per day. Start three days prior to your travel 
at elevation and continue for the duration of your mountain travels. 
acli-mate.com

InSeCT STIngS  It’s a fact of nature: there are bugs in the mountains. 
Some of them bite and sting. If assaulted by an insect, use homeopathic 
apis* oral tablets to help reduce pain and swelling, especially if there is 
redness or the affected area feels hot. Use as directed. If no relief occurs after 
2 or 3 doses then discontinue, consider exiting and seek medical attention. 
If a severe allergic reaction occurs following an insect bite or sting, activate 
an epiPen** (epinephrine; prescription required).è

Visit wta.org/firstaid to help you put together your own hiking first-aid kit. 

*Homeopathic medicines are alternatives to commercial over-the-counter remedies and are based 
on the philosophy that “like cures like.” You should consult your personal physician before taking any 
homeopathic products.

**EpiPens must be prescribed by your personal physician to treat certain allergic reactions. EpiPens are 
intended for use only on the person prescribed. There can be serious legal implications if an EpiPen is 
used on anyone other than the person prescribed.
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IT'S TIMe To go  In order to battle your nerves, 
and thus let joyful exuberance take over, trust in your 
planning and preparation. You’ve done your research, 
selected and packed the appropriate gear, planned 
nourishing meals, and left a detailed itinerary with a 
trusted friend or family member. You are completely 
ready for this new endeavor.  However, it is important 
to be mentally prepared for the unique challenges that 
differentiate backpacking from day hiking. 

Expect to hike at a slower pace and need more breaks. 
Assume that you will fumble a bit trying to set up 
camp. Be prepared to wish you had organized your 
pack differently. But most importantly, look forward 
to having a great time. Though backpacking has some 
challenges, the advantages are far more plentiful, and 
every time you venture into the outdoors overnight, 

you’ll discover ways to improve your next adventure.  

Just as you exercise good hiking manners 
while day hiking, the same care should be 
given on trail while backpacking, in addition 
to some new practices. After all, proper 

trail etiquette keeps everyone’s spirits 
high, both for you and for the fellow 
backpackers you encounter. This ensures 

that all recreationists enjoy the scenic 
beauty and peaceful splendor that come 

with a retreat into nature.   

RIghT oF WAy  When encountering other 
trail users, a courteous and friendly demeanor 

is always appreciated. In general, hikers, with their 
more flexible mobility, should step off trail and yield 
to bicyclists and horses. When coming across other 
hikers, the general rule is to allow uphill hikers the right-
of-way. If hiking with your four-legged companion, 
keeping him leashed at all times will make other trail 
users feel more comfortable and will keep wildlife from 
being frightened away.  

leAve no TRACe  Appropriate trail etiquette 
also includes following the seven Leave No Trace 
principles and adhering to the regulations set forth by 
land management agencies. Each agency puts a set of 
rules in place with the purpose of preserving natural 
resources. By adhering to the policies that are in place, 
you are doing your part to keep public lands open, 
accessible and pristine.  

CAMP CouRTeSy  Although backpacking often 
offers solitude, it is not uncommon for other campers 
to be nearby. Respect their experience by following 
four basic standards of etiquette while in camp: keep 
it tidy, keep it quiet, keep it sanitary and keep it safe. 
Set up camp neatly; no one wants to look at a mess of 
scattered gear when trying to take in an awe-inspiring 
mountain vista. Use soft voices. Sound can carry in 
the mountains, and others may be seeking peace and 
quiet. When nature calls, answer it responsibly by using 
a backcountry toilet or digging a cat hole. Maintain 
everyone’s safety by choosing a suitable place to cook 
and storing food appropriately. 

Exercising common courtesy in the outdoors will go a 
long way towards ensuring that your first backpacking 
experience is a positive one.è

Now that your route is planned and your gear is 
packed, it’s finally time to hit the trail! As you hoist your 
backpack onto your shoulders and take your first steps on the trail, you’re 
likely feeling a range of emotions. You’re thrilled to be enjoying a new 
experience, but nervous that you’ve left a critical piece of gear at home. 
You’re eager to spend the night under the stars, but worried that you didn’t 
pack enough layers to stay warm. These feelings are perfectly normal, even 
among experienced backpackers. After all, this is your first night heading 
into the wild with only the gear that’s strapped on your back.
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While it’s true that determined thieves might bust into your car while 
you’re out enjoying the wilderness for a few days, there are things you 
can do to deter them. 

leAve vAluAbleS ouT oF SIghT.  This is a no-brainer. Most car 
vandalism happens when we forget and leave something like a pocket 
tool, prescription medication or a cell phone visible. Hide anything that 
may lead a would-be thief to think, “There’s more where that came from.” 

TAke The JAloPy.  If you have an older car that you can use in lieu 
of the new Subaru, bring it to the trailhead instead. Statistics prove 
criminals target cars they feel will contain high-end valuables. 

Do A lAP.  Before leaving your car at any trailhead, drive around the 
parking area and look for people who seem out of place, either sitting in 
their cars or appearing to be waiting for something. Use your creep-o-
meter scale and avoid leaving your car if the scale starts sliding upward.

gIve ‘eM A SIgn.  Put a sign in your car’s window that says, “No 
Valuables in Vehicle.” Sure, it’s laughable, but it might help any shady 
characters decide that their chances of “getting the goods” are slim.è

Keeping your feet comfortable and dry is one of the most important factors in enjoying 
your hike. Use these tips to avoid blisters on the trail, or to treat them if you get them.

bReAk In ThoSe booTS!  Wear new hiking boots or shoes around town for a few 
days before you take them on the trail. Note any spots where they might rub a little. 

WeAR The RIghT SoCkS.  Moisture-wicking, wool or synthetic hiking socks keep 
feet drier longer. Carry a spare pair in your pack, even for day hikes. Consider wearing 
lightweight sock liners for even more protection.

SPoRTS TAPe IS youR FRIenD.  If there are any spots you know are problematic or 
might rub, put a piece of sports tape over the area before you put your socks on.

PRoPeRly lACe youR booTS.  Ensure your hiking boots are laced snug enough 
so your feet can’t slide around in them, and your heels can't lift off the foot bed.

  TReAT hoT SPoTS AS Soon AS you Feel TheM.  Use sports tape, 
blister pads or duct tape to keep those hot spots from developing into blisters.

  IF you Do DeveloP A blISTeR, apply a blister pad while the skin is still 
intact to prevent infection. You want to keep blisters intact, if possible, and not 
pop them. Blister pads like moleskin are recommended, but strip bandages, 
sports tape or duct tape will work in a pinch. To keep a blister pad in place, 
ensure your foot is dry when applying, and cover pad with sports tape.è

Always practice good outdoor ethics when you hike. Be sure 
to remember these tips for reducing your impact on trails and 
campgrounds.

 Travel single file and stick to established trails, even 
when they’re wet or muddy. Avoid walking beside trails. 
This creates braided trails that are an eyesore for hikers 
and lots of repair work for trail crews.

 Hike on durable surfaces such as rock, dry grass and 
snow. Avoid wildflower meadows, which can be quickly 
destroyed when trod upon.

 Double-check your camp and break locations for 
items that may have been forgotten. Don’t just leave it as 
you found it, leave it better than you found it.

 Follow area regulations regarding campfires. Use only 
existing fire rings and do not create new ones. Extinguish 
campfires thoroughly before turning in or leaving the area.

 Respect wildlife, and view from a safe distance; never 
attempt to feed wildlife. Practice proper food storage by 
hanging or using a food storage container. 

 Carry a resealable bag in your pocket or pack to use 
for your snack and meal trash. Wrap a zip-locked bag with 
duct tape to use for toilet paper and personal waste, or 
use a WAG Bag.
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When backpacking, you're often heading deeper into 
the wilderness. Deeper into the homes of wild critters, 
large and small. For the most part, wild animals want 
nothing to do with humans—except to occasionally 
raid their backpacks for Snickers bars and peanut 
butter sandwiches. In order to maintain both your 
safety and the safety of wild animals, it is important to 
exercise wilderness animal etiquette.

neveR FeeD  Feeding wild animals, even those 
cute little squirrels, risks harm to both you and the 
animal. A cautious animal going for food can suddenly 
turn aggressive, and animal bites can carry diseases. 
If an animal becomes habituated to human food, it 
can become aggressive in trying to obtain it. Always 
exercise proper food storage.

neveR APPRoACh  That cute little bear cub or 
baby mountain goat sure looks pettable, but it likely 
has an overprotective mama nearby who will defend 
her young if a threat is perceived. Always view animals 
from a safe and respectful distance. If they're on the 
trail, wait for them to move along. 

knoW WhAT To Do  If you encounter a large 
animal on trail—bear, mountain goat, mountain 
lion—knowing how to respond will keep both you 
and the animal safe.

bear: Back away slowly, talking gently, letting the bear 
know that you are human and are giving it the right of 
way. Never look a bear in the eye; this is a challenge.

Mountain goat: Wait for the animal to move along. 
If it acts aggressively, shout at it and wave a jacket or 
shirt. As a last resort, throw a rock or pinecone at the 
animal's rump.

Mountain lion: Shout and make noise, and make 
yourself appear as large as possible by holding open 
your jacket and taking a wide stance. Group together 
and pick up small children.è

Always report animal encounters to the local ranger 
or wilderness office. For more information on animal 
encounters, visit wta.org/how-to.

Just because you’re miles away from the modern conveniences of indoor plumbing does not 
mean that doing your duty has to be a chore. Many backcountry camps offer pit toilets. If one 
is available, use it. Pit toilets are the most sanitary option and help prevent the pollution of 
camping areas and water sources.

If no toilet is available, then you will need to dig a cat hole. Choose a site at least 200 feet from 
water, trails and your camp. Using a small trowel, dig a hole 6 to 8 inches deep in which to do 
your business and bury your waste. Use a duct tape-wrapped resealable bag to pack out your 
used toilet paper.è

Watch a video on Leave No Trace etiquette at youtube.com/wtahikers.

WATER CROSSINGS: If the trail is sans-bridge and you must cross 
a swift creek, do so in the early morning hours when the water 
volume is lessened. Unbuckle your pack, so you have an exit 
strategy if you accidentally go for a swim. Focus on the opposite 
riverbank and avoid watching the water, which can cause vertigo.
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Sometimes it is easiest to choose a camp location from the 
comfort of home. Hiking guidebooks and WTA trip reports 
typically suggest good camp locations, and let you know 
where campsites are either not recommended or are 
prohibited.  Try to plan your route and your intended campsites 
before you go, and mark them on your map. Sometimes, however, 
it’s not possible to camp in your intended location. Here are some 
tips to help you choose a great campsite:

➦ Choose an existing camp location, whenever possible. At a 
minimum, choose a campsite with a durable surface (sand, gravel, 
forest duff, pine needles). Avoid fragile areas like alpine meadows.

➦ Check your location by placing your tent footprint or your 
sleeping pad on the ground to give the site a test before you set 
up your tent. Lie down and make sure it’s flat, that there isn’t an 
uncomfortable bump, and that there will be enough drainage in 
case of rain. Once you’re satisfied, make camp.  

➦ Do not cut vegetation or build windbreaks. Minimize your 
impact and leave no trace; rather, leave it better than you found it. 

➦ have a campfire only if there is an established fire ring, 
if the managing agency permits campfires, and if conditions are 
safe. Most areas prohibit campfires above 5,000 feet in elevation 
or at certain times during the year, so check before you go. Keep 
backcountry fires small. Use wood that is smaller in diameter than 
your wrist; collect downfall and never cut live trees. Never burn 
garbage or food scraps.

➦ When camping in bear country, it can be a good idea to 
take an early dinner break, and then continue hiking for a while 
before choosing a campsite. This keeps the potentially alluring 
scent of your dinner far away from your tent.è

ThE RulE Of 200 fEET  
Tent: 200 feet from trail, water, food storage, dishwashing, toilet
Food Storage: 200 feet from tent, dishwashing, toilet
Dishwashing: 200 feet from tent, water, trail, food storage, toilet
Toilet: 200 feet from tent, trail, water, food storage, dishwashing

This is essential any time you're in camp, as critters both big and 
small will be attracted to your food. If you are preparing a meal, you 
should always be within an arm’s length of your food, and it’s good 
practice to keep your container closed at all times. When leaving 
camp to explore, or turning in at night, put all of your food, scented 
toiletries and trash into your container. Find a place to store your 
food away from your tent site and dishwashing location.

hang bag: Find a tall tree with sturdy branches. Using a length of 
rope or cord, hang your bag at least 10 feet off the ground, and 6 
feet out from the tree's trunk. 

Canister: Find a place somewhere where it won't roll down a hill or 
into a river if a curious critter decides to poke it around.
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To help get you ready for this summer’s 
backpacking adventures, whether tromping the 
Cascades or the Kettles, or venturing farther to the 
Rockies, Sierras or wherever your wanderlust takes 
you, the WT gear team has been hard at work 
reviewing some of the latest selections in outdoor 
gear. They’ve put backpacks, tents and sleeping 
bags to the test, measuring durability performance. 
They’ve endured sweaty days and long miles testing 
boots and outdoor wear to determine which keep 
the feet comfortable and the body dry. It was a 
rigorous exercise for our new team, but with more 
than 12,000 trail miles of experience behind them, 
they were up to the challenge. Here are their picks, 
for beginning backpackers to seasoned trail hounds, 
on some of the best gear to get you out there.

Your backpack is your house away from home, providing a 
place to store everything necessary to keep you comfortable and 
safe while hiking. The key to your comfort is assuring that your 
pack fits properly and its size and function match your intended 
use. When shopping, have your torso measured and match your 
backpack choice accordingly so it fits your body. In recent years, 
more brands have started producing women-specific packs, which 
are generally shorter in the torso and narrower than men’s, with 
shoulder straps shaped for a woman's body. Youth packs offer 
smaller capacities and adjustable suspensions to accommodate 
a child’s growth. When considering a new pack try on many, add 
weight and wander around the store before purchasing.  

For all-around best performers, the WT team selected the gregory 
Contour 60 men’s pack and osprey viva 50 women’s pack. Gear 
tester John found the Contour to excel on everything from easy 
walks in the woods to more aggressive alpine ascents. Employing 

the Trail Smart Packing System, the 60-liter capacity distributes 
contents across internal and external compartments, helping to 
keep gear for camp and trail separate, and making loading fast and 
easy. The lightweight Wishbone Wire frame maintained the pack's 
shape, while the Response LT Suspension and auto-fit waistbelt 
provided ample support to go the distance in comfort. Even in wet 
conditions, John’s gear stayed dry thanks to the water-resistant top 
pocket and integrated rain cover. On the women’s side, backpacker 
Lynette found the Viva’s exceptional fit to carry especially well, with 
the assist of easy torso length adjustments and the nicely padded, 
contoured Fit-on-the-Fly Hipbelt. Through various trials the rugged 
ripstop materials held up smartly (looking no worse for wear after 
some rugged testing), while the peripheral-hoop alloy frame easily 
transferred pack weight to the hipbelt. Crammed full of features—
floating lid, zippered hipbelt pockets, trekking pole attachments, 
and emergency whistle—her favorite was the external hydration 
sleeve that protects the pack contents from accidental water spills.

“ If I had to choose one moderately priced 
weekend backpack to own, the Osprey 
Viva 50 would be it. At the end of the day 
when your shoulders, hips and back are 
still feeling great, you know that this pack 
is going to help provide an enjoyable and 
predictable backcountry experience.”

– Lynette Alber

leFT: gregory Contour 60 - $279
Also available in 50 and 70 sizes.
gregorypacks.com

   RIghT: osprey viva 50 - $179
   Also available in 65 size.
   ospreypacks.com
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Sleeping Bags

What's your secret to a great night's rest in the backcountry? 

Share your best backcountry sleeping tips with Washington 
Trails and you could win a brand new Therm-a-Rest® Antares™ 

3-season down sleeping bag and NeoAir™ All-Season mattress!

Visit wta.org/greatrest and enter today!

Share a tip for a 
chance to win a 

great night’S reSt!

Contest entries must be received no later than May 24, 2013. 
Three winners will be chosen from all eligible entries on or about June 1, 2013. 

For full contest rules and details visit www.wta.org/greatrest.

Sponsored by

“This pack felt wonderful!” 
With an auto-fit waistbelt, 
superior lumbar support and 
slim, contoured shoulder 
straps, gregory’s Cairn 58 
offers women precision fit 
and comfort on any trail. Our 
tester loved the innovative 
Trail Smart Packing System 
that helps organize gear 
into three separate when-
you-need-it zones. $279  
gregorypacks.com

bergans’ glittertind 55l 
provided our tester with mile 
after mile of trail comfort. The 
innovative SPINE carrying 
system for the back and 
shoulders attaches to the 
back panel, allowing the hips 
and shoulders free range of 
motion. The multiple storage 
pockets, plus top, front and 
bottom access are an added 
advantage. $239   
bergans.com

A favorite of WT’s editor, the 
Deuter Futura vario Pro 
50+10 employs a patented 
suspension system, Vari Fit 
harness and VariFlex hipbelt 
to distribute weight to all the 
right places, granting greater 
freedom of movement and 
improved balance. Sporting 
Deuter’s usual complement 
of great features, a highlight 
is the integrated rain cover.  
$199  deuter.com

The most striking feature 
of the kelty Fleet 55 is its 
severely arched frame that 
absolutely ensures great 
ventilation regardless of how 
hard you're working or how 
hot it is. Well padded in all 
the load-bearing areas, the 
Agile Suspension System 
kept the weight comfortable, 
even when overloaded. $200   
kelty.com

The black Diamond onyx 
65 is a joy to carry. Its unique 
Ergoactiv XP shoulder straps 
and hipbelt system mirrors 
natural movements, with 
the option of locking down 
the hipbelt, or letting it pivot 
freely. Heavy loads felt lighter 
than usual, riding securely 
and providing maximum 
comfort and movement. $269 
blackdiamondequipment.com
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For larger groups or the whole 
family, Sierra Designs’ Flash 4 
comfortably accommodates four 
adults, while being light enough 
to pack into the backcountry 
thanks to its ExoFusion single-wall 
design. Our tester especially liked 
the simple setup and the two large 
vestibules. $450   sierradesigns.com

When selecting your wilderness abode, the choice usually 
comes down to two things: weight and price. Generally, the 
lighter the weight, the heavier the price. Other factors to consider 
are doors and their locations, vestibule size, interior space and 
ease of setup. If you plan to do the majority of your camping in 
the Northwest, you’ll want a model that can handle a variety of 
weather and insect conditions. In search of this Shangri-la of tent-
dom, our testers performed a variety of trials on numerous models 
in the backcountry, in campgrounds and in their backyards, braving 
gale-force winds, torrential rains and frosty nights to bring you the 
top performers.

Picking a favorite tent from a lineup of top brands was a challenge 
for team member Jaime, but in the end the eureka! Taron 2 

edged out the competition in the category of 2-person models. 
At a moderately lightweight 4.8 pounds, this easy-to-set-up, 
generously sized shelter performed admirably during inclement 
weather thanks to the seam-sealed ripstop fly. The Taron offered a 
comfortable living space with plenty of internal storage, including 
a small gear loft. The clincher was the very modest price, proving 
that not all top performers have to break the bank. Coming in 
second was the 3.1-pound MSR nook with its ease of setup and 
ability to withstand rain and winds over 30 miles-per-hour—as 
experienced on a stormy Washington coast. With two large fly 
vents, the interior stays dry, minimizing condensation buildup. 
Jaime added the 1.5-pound MSR nook gear Shed (still keeping 
the unit under 5 pounds!) and gained a covered “front porch,” with 
15 square feet of weatherproof storage for gear, a bicycle or Fido.

Made of ultralight no-see-um 
fabric, The north Face’s Mica Fl2 
packs so small and light it fits into 
a water bottle. Hubbed poles and 
color-coded webbing make for easy 
setup, and two doors and vestibules 
allow effortless entry and exit. Most 
importantly, when it’s wet on the 
outside, it stays comfy-dry on the 
inside. $379   thenorthface.com

Lightweight and durable, big 
Agnes’ lone Spring 3 was roomy 
enough for two tall humans and 
two dogs. The seam-sealed ripstop 
fabric kept it weatherproof in the 
rainy San Juans. Top that off with 
easy setup, lots of headroom, good 
ventilation and storage pockets for 
stowing gear. $250   bigagnes.com

leFT: eureka! Taron 2 - $169  
Also available in 3P - $199
eurekatent.com

   RIghT: MSR nook 2 - $400
   nook gear Shed - $170
   cascadedesigns.com/msr

Incorporating the new DryPitch 
design, Mountain hardwear's 
lightwedge 2 DP lets you set up 
the seam-sealed fly first so the 
tent doesn't get wet in the rain. 
The extra-large door opens to a 
roomy vestibule for gear and boots. 
Weighing in under 5 pounds is nice, 
and the footprint is included.  $290   
mountainhardwear.com
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When it comes to sleeping bags, the question used to 
be “down or synthetic?” Down is lighter, insulates better and 
compresses smaller; synthetic costs less and is more water 
repellent. Times have changed. New technologies are making 
down bags more water repellent—even introducing hydrophobic 
down—and synthetic bags are getting lighter and warmer. To 
make your bag selection even more challenging, add in size, loft, 
shape, zipper location and temperature rating. Unfortunately, there 
is not a single standard by which manufacturers assign their bags’ 
temperature ratings. As a rule of thumb, consider the coldest temps 
you might venture out in, and subtract ten degrees. Then you just 
need to try them out. And that’s just what WT’s gear team did.

Leaping off the charts, Sierra Designs’ Zissou 12 DriDown 
sleeping bag was our favorite unisex bag on every test. Our female 

tester liked the comfort of the roomier shape and ergonomic hood, 
and noted that the 700-fill bag got almost too warm overnight—
and that was even after taking a soaking! The snag-free zipper 
made entry easy and exit struggle-free. Plus, the extremely light 
weight (just 2.5 pounds, regular) kept pack weight down. For a 
women-specific bag, our tester chose The north Face’s Aleutian 
3S Down bag. After leaving it out in the rain for five hours, a 
simple shake shed the pooling water off the ripstop nylon shell, 
leaving Jaime pleased with how well the 600-fill, 20-degree bag 
maintained its loft and still kept her warm overnight. Additional 
appreciated features included the placement of a small pocket for a 
watch or head lamp and the full-length draft tube—not to mention 
the very reasonable price point, coming in as one of the least 
expensive of all the down bags we tested.

big Agnes’ Juniper Sl 20 
DriTek women’s bag lofted the 
most of all the bags, even when 
wet, and was the warmest of the 
20-degree bags the team tested. 
The narrower mummy cut of 
this 700-fill bag, plus the extra 
insulation in the footbox, helps 
it warm up quicker and more 
efficiently. $280   
bigagnes.com

The very moderately priced 600-
fill kelty Ignite 20 DriDown 
women’s bag delivered a warm, 
comfortable performance 
in nearly every condition. 
Even after a good soaking, 
it maintained its loft and 
insulation. A bit lighter, this bag 
is ideal for warmer sleepers.$200  
kelty.com

New this year, the Therm-
a-Rest Antares Down bag 
puts the insulation where you 
need it, on top and the sides, 
allowing you to move inside 
the bag without getting cold. 
Rated to 20 degrees, light and 
compressible, it mates with 
NeoAir mattresses for extra 
comfort and warmth. $350 
thermarest.com

The ReI Flash hybrid bag 
uses a combination of 800-fill 
down on top and PrimaLoft 
Sport quick-drying synthetic 
insulation on bottom to stay 
comfortable all the way down 
to freezing. We liked the water-
repellent material on the hood, 
sides and footbox—areas that 
commonly come into contact 
with tent walls. $259   
rei.com

leFT: Sierra Designs Zissou 12 - $269  
unisex, available in regular and long
sierradesigns.com

RIghT: The north Face Aleutian 3S - $209
Women's, available in regular and long
thenorthface.com

“ Warm, comfy and light, Sierra Designs’ 
Zissou DriDown bag is perfect in all 
conditions for the Northwest. I love this bag!”

– Jaime Hale

Visit wta.org/greatrest to 
see how you can win this bag!
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Cooking in the backcountry is a personal endeavor. After 
long days on the trail, some like a quick and easy meal, while 
others indulge in more creative backcountry cuisine. Whatever 
your preference, a reliable stove is the key—especially since open 
fires in the wilderness are discouraged. Backpacking stoves come 
in a variety of styles and configurations. The most commonly 
used are canister stoves and liquid fuel, or “white gas” stoves, 
and there are pros and cons to each (see chart). Canister models, 
and newer integrated-canister models, offer quick setup and 
high temperatures for fast cooking, ideal for dehydrated and 
freeze-dried foods. Liquid fuel models offer more temperature 
control for camp gourmets and perform better in below-freezing 
temperatures. The key is to choose a stove that best suits where 
and how you intend to hike and what you want to eat when you 
get there. Here are a few suggestions.

For the ultimate in backcountry cooking convenience, the MSR 
Reactor is a WT editor's favorite. This fully-integrated 1-liter 
canister stove utilizes a unique, self-contained heat exchanger 
for maximum cooking efficiency, even in cold weather and windy 
conditions. Weighing in under a pound, it packs up within itself for 
easy stowage in the pack with a strainer lid and flip-locking handle. 
For lightweight, quick-cooking efficiency, Snow Peak's gigaPower 
Stove is a portable powerhouse. At a mere 3.8 ounces, this tiny 
canister stove delivers improved flame control, with excellent 
simmering capability, and is able to boil water in just minutes, even 
in colder temperatures. With the convenience of a built-in piezo 
lighter, it means fewer matches to carry.

Canister Pros

+ Easy to use

+ Lightweight & compact

+ No fuel spills

+ Fast heating

+ Lower initial cost

Canister Cons
-  Poor performance in cold 

weather

- Heat drops as canister empties

- Fuel more expensive

- Fuel canister waste

Liquid Fuel Pros

+  Good performance in cold 
weather

+ Fuel inexpensive

+ More flame control

+ No canister waste

Liquid Fuel Cons
- Requires priming

- Fuel spills possible

- Heavier with more parts

- Higher initial cost

- Requires maintenance

leFT: MSR Reactor 1l - $169
Also available in 1.7l - $179  
msr.com

    RIghT: Snow Peak gigaPower - $49
    snowpeak.com

The biolite CampStove's innovative 
technology lets you cook your meals without 
the use of liquid fuels by burning wood 
pellets, twigs or pinecones. It also converts 
cooking heat into electricity to power 
the internal fan, which in turn improves 
efficiency—and lets you charge your 
electronic devices. $129   biolite.com

Light and compact, the Jetboil Flash lets 
you cook, eat and drink from the same unit 
and completely stores within itself for easy 
packing and transport, and has accompanied 
WT's editor on many an outing. The FluxRing 
heating element boils water quickly and 
improves fuel efficiency for quick-cooking 
meals in camp or on the go. $99   jetboil.com

The award-winning MSR Whisperlite 
universal Stove gives the option of using 
liquid or canister fuels, and excels in cold 
weather conditions. The low-profile design and 
wide cooking surface accommodates large 
and small pans, and the Shaker Jet technology 
makes after dinner cleanup a breeze. Full 
maintenance kit included. $139   msr.com
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Hiking boots carry the brunt of your load and 
take a beating on the trail so your feet don’t have to. If 
you finish a hike with feet that still feel great, you have 
found your perfect boot. Unfortunately for most of us, 
this can be a trial by fire. Because everyone’s feet are 
different, a hiking boot that works well for one could be 
an exercise in pain for another. When shopping for new 
boots, consider the importance of adequate toe wiggle 
room and a snug, stationary heel fit. Both help prevent 
blisters. Your boot choice should also match your hiking 
ambitions. Low-cut shoes work best for light hikes, mid-
cut boots for shorter multiday hikes, and high-cut boots 
for heavier terrain and loads. This is where it is wise not 
to skimp, and consulting the pros can literally save you 
some pain down the trail.   

A perfect blend of hiking boot and athletic shoe, the 
vasque breeze 2.0 gTX is a lighter, tougher and more 
breathable version of its already popular predecessor. 
A Gore-Tex lining assures breathability and water 
repellency, while a durable mesh and nubuck leather 
upper improves air circulation and foot protection. The 
aggressive Vibram sole has a prominent heel edge that 
provides excellent downhill traction. Our boot testers, 
Lynette and Eli, put the Breeze 2.0 to the test on varied 
terrain, and both appreciated the support, stability, agility 
and comfort it provided on both ascents and descents. 
Our other high-scoring boot was the updated lowa 
Zephyr gTX, a solid men’s midweight hiker with just 
enough support for moderate backpacking trips without 
requiring a long break-in period. Our tester John found 
the Zephyr performed equally well scrambling across 
talus fields and along muddy trails with a full pack on. 
The Gore-Tex laminated Cordura upper breathes well, so 
your feet stay dry and comfortable whether the trail is 
drenched or baked, while the Monowrap construction 
and Lowa Cross rubber sole provide stability.

leFT: lowa Zephyr gTX - $195 
Available in men's sizes only 
lowaboots.com

        RIghT: vasque breeze 2.0 gTX - $160
        Available in men's and women's sizes
        vasque.com

As an all-terrain approach shoe, the 
Five Ten guide Tennie excels on 
everything from mud to scree. This 
shoe showed amazingly predictable, 
stable traction in every condition, 
thanks to the Stealth Dotty tread. 
Plus, the rubber toe cap provides 
superior impact protection. $110   
fiveten.com

The north Face Women’s hedgehog 
guide gTX is a lightweight, 
breathable, and comfortable hiking 
shoe that let our tester maneuver 
trails with ease. The Vibram rubber 
outsole provided sure footing and 
protection, while being incredibly 
stable over varied terrain. $130  
thenorthface.com

The la Sportiva hyper Mid gTX 
approach boot combines the light 
weight and sure grip of a climbing 
shoe with the stability of a midweight 
hiker. The to-the-toe lacing system 
really let our tester dial in a precise 
fit, ensuring maximum comfort and 
support on the trail.  $180   
sportiva.com

Heavyweight and durable, the Aku 
Sl Sintesi gTX offered superior 
traction and support over uneven 
terrain—with out-of-the-box comfort 
thanks to the Internal Midsole System. 
The unique design of the Vibram 
Mulaz outsole feels as if it actually 
propels the hiker forward. $249   
aku.it/us

“ Whether the trail was wet or dry, the Lowa 
Zephyr GTX boots never lost their grip. 
These boots could handle anything I could.”

– John Soltys
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Backpacking can be an incredibly enjoyable activity, granting you 
access to remote and beautiful locations, but how enjoyable it is can hinge on 
the clothing you choose. A leaky jacket or sweat-soaked shirt can not only put 
a damper on your experience, but potentially put your safety in jeopardy. When 
selecting backpacking performance wear, consider key features such as weight, 
breathability, water repellency and other features that will help keep you dry 
and warm. Look for moisture-wicking fabrics, seam-sealed zippers, cinching 
hoods and pit zips. You want your apparel to work with your body, regulating 
and insulating. Our team took this into consideration when reviewing two key 
categories of trail wear: performance shirts and shell jackets, to determine 
what outlasts and outperforms over the miles.

At the top of the performance shirts chart, tester Kristen chose Columbia’s 
Freeze Degree Crew as the shirt that kept her most comfortable on the trail 
or in the gym, regardless of how warm she got or how much she sweated. 
Employing the new Omni-Freeze technology, little blue circles on the fabric 
capture and react to moisture instead of traditionally wicking it away, helping 
to lower the user’s body temperature. Through a variety of strenuous, outdoor 
activities, the Freeze Degree stayed odor-free, keeping Kristen fresh as a daisy. 
Apparel tester John went in a different direction, preferring natural wool as his 
hiking shirt of choice, in particular the Ibex Rim Full Zip. In recent years, wool 
has been making a comeback in the hiking arena for its ability to insulate, even 
when wet, and to resist odors. The Ibex Rim combines 100% wool with nylon 
into a blended technical shirt that’s extremely breathable, flexible and moisture 
wicking. Our tester noted on several occasions that it never got cold, no matter 
how much he sweat when grinding up big climbs.

Not all performance shirts are 
alike. horny Toad’s Swifty 
Women's Tee applies a twisted 
asymmetrical V-neck with a 
smooth and slinky style. The 
DriRelease fabric, a blend of 
polyester and stretchy Tencel 
spandex, kept Kristen smelling 
and looking fresh, no matter 
how much she sweat. $55 
hornytoad.com

The north Face Men's 
Alpine Crew has a traditional 
synthetic front, but a mesh 
back that cools the hot 
zone where backpacks rest. 
The flat seams don't bunch 
or rub under pack straps, 
and it's rated at UPF 30 to 
prevent sunburns through the 
lightweight fabric. $60 
thenorthface.com

The Mountain hardwear 
Way2Cool short sleeve looks 
like an ordinary technical shirt, 
but tiny perforations in the 
fabric provide ventilation in 
areas where heat builds up. 
It also employs Cool.Q ZERO 
Active that accelerates wicking 
and helps keep you cool as 
you heat up. M/W $65 
mountainhardwear.com

A tester favorite, Ibex’ Woolies 
150 Crew uses only the 
softest New Zealand merino 
wool, making it the perfect 
backpacking weight to stay 
warm in cooler temps, while 
not being too heavy on 
warmer days. And as a natural 
fabric, it won’t stink up after 
intense exercise. M/W $70 
ibex.com

leFT: Patagonia Torrentshell Plus Jacket - $169 
Available in men's and women's sizes 
patagonia.com

             RIghT: Columbia Freeze Degree Crew - $60
             Available in men's and women's sizes
             columbia.com
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In the category of shell jackets, our team selected Patagonia's 
Torrentshell Plus as a rock-solid waterproof, windproof shell for 
the minimalist adventurer. Tester John put the Torrentshell through 
the paces. On the coast, the Deluge DWR finish shed pummeling 
rain without a problem and dried quickly once back inside. At 4,800 
feet on Mailbox Peak, the H2No Performance Standard ripstop shell 
held off driving snow while wicking away excess heat and moisture 
from the grueling climb. Features include a two-way adjustable 
hood and pit zips to assist with additional venting. Plus, through 

Patagonia’s Common Threads Initiative, they’ll happily repair any 
damage the jacket might suffer through normal wear and tear. 
Additionally, tester Kristen favored The north Face’s RDT Jacket, 
a sleek and fashionable piece of gear that turned heads in the city 
as well as on the trail. Combining bright, reflective colors with a 
form-flattering cut, this lightweight HyVent technology soft shell 
kept her comfortable on warm and cool days alike. In the rain, the 
FlashDry laminate and seam-sealed construction kept her bone-dry 
without feeling clammy.

Smartwool's PhD Cortina Jacket 
regulates core body temperature 
by combining an insulating Merino 
wool layer next to the skin with a 
nylon overlay to repel wind. Its sleek 
design features contoured side 
panels to avoid bulk and chafing 
where your hip belt rests. $160   
smartwool.com

It's spendy, but this may be one of 
the best shells ever. Rab's Myriad 
Jacket employs Polartec Neoshell 
for the ultimate in breathable, 
windproof, waterproof protection. 
A favorite feature is the wired hood 
brim, easily reshapable after being 
smashed in a pack all day. $375   
rab.uk.com

helly hansen's odin Foil Jacket 
is a backpacker's triple-threat 
in warmth, windproofness and 
mobility. Constructed of a fully-
lined lightweight ripstop fabric, 
it features a stretchable 'V' panel 
on the back to ease movement, 
even with a heavy pack on. $140   
hellyhansen.com

Ryan Ojerio Ryan Ojerio Jake Johnson Craig Romano

An editor's pick from WT ’s last 
issue, the Mountain hardwear 
Plasmic Jacket is worth a second 
mention. Utilizing the new Dry.Q 
EVAP membrane, this lightweight, 
seam-taped shell repels wind and 
rain like a pro. And the price point 
makes this one a no-brainer. $140   
mountainhardwear.com
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DAYTON, WAÆ

Exploring southeast Washington’s  
wilderness and wine country.
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egin your weekend in Dayton (1), 30 miles northeast of Walla Walla. 
Billed as the “Gateway to the Blue Mountains,” Dayton has retained its rural 
charm while catering to both foodies and fishermen alike. Wander a spell 

along Main Street, with its brick storefronts and flair for local art. For supplies, 
stop in at Dingles of Dayton. This archetypal corner store has everything from 
basic camping gear to fishing tackle to board games. Down the street, Dayton 
Mercantile carries a nice selection of area wines in addition to other grocery 
staples to help you stock up for your adventures.

Next, head for the center of town to check out the Dayton historic Depot 
(daytonhistoricdepot.org). Here at Washington’s oldest surviving train depot, an 
exhibit of relics and photographs takes visitors on a journey through the history 
of the area—well-traveled for thousands of years. Several bands of Indians, 
including the Palouse, Nez Perce, Walla Walla and Umatilla, traveled the riverways 
of the Blues, and the Nez Perce Trail passed through present-day Dayton on its 
way from the Great Plains to the Columbia River country—a route that Lewis and 
Clark followed with their Corps of Discovery. In the summer, the depot hosts the 
local farmers market; pick up some fresh-picked berries for your pack.

When you’re ready to enjoy some of the area’s scenic attractions, drive north-
east of Dayton about thirty minutes to Palouse Falls State Park (2; parks.wa.gov). 
Created when the Missoula Floods overran the Palouse River and carved a new 
course to the Snake River, the 198-foot falls is one of the state’s most impressive. 
A short, paved trail follows the west side of the catch-basin, but a tangle of user 
trails offer closer looks at the main cascade and the smaller upper falls. This short 
hike will exhaust your store of superlatives.

For dinner, head back into Dayton to the Weinhard Cafe (weinhardcafe.
com). Specializing in a contemporary twist on traditional American cuisine, 
the Weinhard rotates its menu regularly but always features local ingredients, 
including house-cured meats. The Tucannon ribeye travels one block from 
producer to plate, and the accompanying mashed potatoes don’t travel much 
farther. The exposed brick walls and wooden accents encourage lingering, so 
stick around for dessert. After dinner, stroll next door to Mace Mead Works 
(macemeadworks.com). Mace makes its meads with honey foraged from wild-
flowers in the valleys of the Blue Mountains. The semisweet #4 makes a summer-
worthy dessert wine. Drink it straight or try it in a signature mead cocktail.

When it comes to turning in, you won’t find chain motels here, but you will 
find plenty of charming restored historic hotels and homes turned into B&Bs. 
The Weinhard hotel (weinhard.com) creates a memorable lodging destination. 
Named for the nephew of Portland beer magnate Henry Weinhard, who opened 
a hotel, saloon and lodge here at the end of the 19th century, the Weinhard offers 
15 spacious guest rooms, each uniquely appointed with Victorian-era furnishings 
including ornately carved canopy beds and oak bureaus. Even if you’re not 
staying, take a tour; the staff leaves open any unoccupied rooms and encourages 
tourists to take a look. The hotel hosts murder mystery weekends in the spring, a 
worthy amusement on a couple’s weekend.

If you decide to tent it, campgrounds dot the ponderosa-shaded shores of 
the Tucannon River. The Tucannon Campground (3; fs.usda.gov/recmain/
umatilla/recreation) straddles the namesake river with 18 sites, some on the river 
and some tucked at the base of the canyon; arrive early during spring fishing 
season or autumn hunting season if you want a choice riverside site. Or, for a 
unique experience, rent the Tucannon guard Station near the campground. 
The saltbox-style house, built in 1909, housed the first ranger in the district. It 
now hosts a volunteer-staffed visitor center during high summer and is open 
to overnight guests the rest of the year. The guardhouse even features a rarity 
among U.S. Forest Service rentals—a full bathroom with shower and toilet.

ucked in the southeast 
corner of the state, the Blue 

Mountains buttress the wheat 
fields and wineries of Washington’s 
high prairie and scabland country. 
Centerpiece of the Blue Mountains is 
the Wenaha-Tucannon Wilderness, 
almost 200,000 acres of rugged 
ridges, flower-filled meadows, deep 
river canyons and more than 200 
miles of hiking trails, blue-ribbon 
fishing and unparalleled wildlife 
watching. Whether you seek sport, 
solitude or a taste of the local flavor, 
there is plenty of room to roam in, 
and around, the Blues.

PhoToS, CloCkWISe FRoM ToP: A not-so-miserable view of the Wenaha-Tucannon 
Wilderness from the Misery Ridge Trail; Travel through history at the Dayton historic 
Train Depot; Take a stroll along the streaming waters of the Tucannon River; enjoy 
local cuisine in Dayton's historic Weinhard Cafe and hotel.

Story and photos 
     by Aaron Theisen
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Whether you sleep under the stars or under a cotton canopy, start 
the next morning by grabbing coffee and a pastry from the espresso 
bar at the Weinhard Hotel and journey down the Tucannon River Road. 
Fork east onto Forest Road 4712 to its end, about 37 miles from Dayton. 
Watch your speed; anglers cross between the fishing lakes on either side 
of the road, and the sheriff’s department regularly patrols for speeders. 
Your day’s hiking destination is the Tucannon River (4). 

Located along the upper Tucannon River, this easy, early-season 
amble gains a meager 600 feet of elevation over 4.5 miles of shady old-
growth forest, always within earshot of the river. Woodland flowers fill 
in openings in the canopy created by the 2004 School Fire, evident in 
the thousands of snags on the surrounding piebald basalt buttes. Scan 
the slopes for elk, black bears and wild turkeys. Although outside the 
Wenaha-Tucannon Wilderness boundaries, the pristine upper Tucannon 
would make a fine addition to the 177,000-acre wilderness. The river is 
one of southeast Washington’s premier fishing waters, but if you decide 
to cast a line, check current regulations first; the Tucannon is critical 
habitat for the threatened Snake River Basin Chinook Salmon, and the 
upper portion of the river is closed to all fishing.

If you come up short catching your dinner on the river, head into 
Waitsburg (5), 9 miles southwest of Dayton. This town of 1,200 vies 
for the most destination eateries per capita in the state. Whoopemup 
hollow Cafe (whoopemuphollowcafe.com) serves Southern comfort 
food with southern Washington ingredients. Try the jambalaya with 
locally made andouille sausage, ham, duck, chicken and fried okra. 
A carafe of Southern-style sweet tea and a basket of house-made 
cornbread makes the quintessential Southern meal. Afterward, 
step across the street and into 1980s New York at jimgermanbar 
(jimgermanbar.com). Although southeast Washington is justifiably 
famous for its wines, jimgermanbar makes a convincing case for this 
being cocktail country, too. Sitting at the candlelit bar, Moscow Mule 
(vodka, ginger beer and fresh lime) in hand, it’s easy to forget you’re in a 
zero-stoplight town hours from the nearest major city.

On your final day in the Blues, don’t put 
off the misery any longer. The Misery Trail 
(6) is the premier high-country trail in the 
Wenaha-Tucannon Wilderness, wandering 16 
miles over broad tablelands decorated with 
desert-parsley, lupine and paintbrush. To 
get there, head south of Dayton on Skyline 
Drive, then fork left onto Forest Road 4608. 
Two trailheads and numerous feeder trails 
present a variety of trip options for every 
skill level. Keep an eye out for rattlesnakes 
and black bears—if you can keep your eyes 
off the panoramic views south into the deep 
canyon of the Wenaha River some 5,000 feet 
below. The Wenaha River is the region’s other 
premier watercourse, with its own 22-mile 
stretch of trail worthy of another trip.

Wander to your heart’s content. And no 
matter whether you go home with a bottle of 
red or a bottle of white, you will always savor 
the Blues.è

u Taking a hiking trip to the Blue Mountains 
this summer? Tell us about your hike by filing a 
trip report at wta.org.
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PhoToS, FRoM ToP: The whole family can enjoy relaxing by 
the river at the Tucannon Campground; Indulge in Southern 
comfort foods at the Whoopemup hollow Cafe in Waitsburg. 

Map illustration by Kara Chin
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Trail Mix

My heart rate instantly accelerated into primeval auto-drive: 
fight or flight. Back then I could run a 5:30 mile, but the slowest 
grizzly could still easily beat me. Luckily I didn’t have to compete in 
that race. Momma hastily retrieved her cub and they retreated back 
into the trees. It was over in a flash—yet felt as if time stood still.

My second grizzly encounter was just as intense. It occurred 
in 2000 when I was with my wife along the Athabasca River in 
Alberta’s Jasper National Park. We watched the cutest cub wade 
across the river—just then noticing that momma was standing 
right in front of us! It happened so fast that all I could do was stop 
and gasp. Mama grunted, called her cub, and then they quickly 
crashed through the scrappy forest. Heart pounding, drenched in 
sweat and in a near state of collapse, I had just lived through one of 
the most intense moments of my life. Grizzly encounters do that to 
you. They make you feel alive—and cherish your life.

Two summers ago fellow writer and adventurer Aaron Theisen 
and I were scouting the Edds Mountain Trail in Colville National 
Forest’s Kettle River Range. It’s a lonely trail that travels through the 
20,000-plus-acre 1988 White Mountain burn along the southern 
slopes of blocky Edds Mountain before traversing gorgeous alpine 
meadows at the base of 6,940-foot Bald Mountain. Decorated in 
resplendent wildflowers, punctuated with clusters of pine and fir, 
and alive with a fury of fauna, it’s one 
of the wildest and prettiest corners 
of northeastern Washington. And 
it’s perfect grizzly habitat. You even 
look out to Grizzly Mountain on the 
adjacent Colville Indian Reservation. 

Verifiable grizzly sightings have 
occurred in this high, open, flowered 
meadow. Just a few ridges east in the 
state’s northeastern corner, about 
25 grizzlies hold on, making up 
Washington's stronghold for Ursus 
arctos horribilis. Like the wolf, this 
endangered species is reestablishing 
populations within its former range. 
But unlike the wolf, which has gained 
a fairly wide acceptance among 
hikers, mention grizzlies and watch 
the horror set in. 

Aaron and I tried to envision the 
monarch of the mountains lumbering 
across the meadows before us. 

Exciting? Scary? Awesome? Horrifying? When you hike in grizzly 
country all of your senses are heightened. You’re aware of every 
scent, sound and sight around you. You’re completely within the 
moment and feel completely alive! And the grizzlies aren’t limiting 
themselves to just the remote corners of the state. In recent years, a 
hiker even photographed a grizzly in North Cascades National Park. 

how do you feel about grizzlies roaming in our beloved 
Washington backcountry? Does their presence influence where 
you choose to hike—or not hike?

HiKE iT: Edds & 
Bald Mountains
MilEAGE: 10.6 miles

ElEvATiON GAiN: 2,450 feet

ElEvATiON TOP: 6,300 feet

PERMiT: none

GuiDE:  Day Hiking Eastern 
Washington: Hike #19

Like my first love, I’ll never forget my first grizzly bear encounter. It was emotional, intense, 
short-lived and forever imprinted on my mind! More than 20 years ago, it occurred on an 
open ridge near Swiftcurrent Pass in Montana’s Glacier National Park, when out of the 
subalpine forest came the cutest grizzly cub—then mama!
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 Red-breasted Sapsucker
Captain Obvious had some fun naming this bird. Not surprisingly, this 
colorful bird with a breast of brilliant red feathers is known for sucking 
sap from the wells it drills in living trees. In spring, the females lay 4 to 
7 snow-white eggs that eventually produce naked and helpless little 
chicks. Both parents play a role in feeding and protecting the young and 
in 26 to 28 days, the fledglings are ready to leave the nest. Interestingly, 
hummingbirds have developed a symbiotic relationship with sapsuckers 
and rely on their holes for feeding sources. This spring, when you hear 
a pecking sound high in the conifers, look closely.  Often you’ll see a 
hummingbird hovering nearby, waiting for its turn at the feeding tree.

 Pika
“Eeeeepp!” This is the warning call of a small mammal called a pika, and 
is commonly heard near talus slopes. This rock-dwelling rodent, closely 
related to the hare, is 6 to 8 inches long with a round body and little ears. 
Pikas are active day and night, and do not hibernate. In summer, pikas 
work on building a “haystack,” a pile of grasses, heather and wildflowers 
on which they feed through the cold winter months. Drying their 
haystack is key to keeping it preserved, so if you look closely, you may 
see a pile drying in the sun. If wet weather comes along, they move it to 
a drier location. When they aren’t working on gathering food, they are 
often guarding their tunnels, keeping a close eye out for predators.

 bitterroot
The fragile, colorful and unexpected blooms of the bitterroot plant shout 
“spring is here” from hilltops in arid desert climates. The root, bitter unless 
cooked (hence the name), was usually eaten with berries or meats for 
meals by Native Americans who depended on this plant for an extremely 
nutritious food source. It was claimed to sustain an active person for a 
whole day. Medicinal uses included infusions of the root to help relieve 
heart pain, to counteract the effect of poison ivy rash and even as a 
treatment for cold sores.  Today, the plants are used for landscaping in 
rock gardens or seen growing wild in Washington’s dry scabland and 
sagebrush areas. 

northwest forests are teeming with 
life—much of which may go overlooked 
or unseen. on your next hike, look out for 
the little things and discover something 
new on your favorite trails.

by Tami Asars

Photos by Tami Asars
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People always ask me, “What camera is the best?” I could give them 
a very long, technical answer about megapixels, sensor sizes and 
ergonomics. Luckily, there is a simpler response: the best camera 
is the one you have with you! If you go on a long backpacking trip 
you probably don’t want to haul along the chunky DSLR—but you 
probably still carry your smartphone, making it the best camera 
you’ve got. And with smartphone camera technology advancing 
rapidly, that’s not necessarily a bad thing. And what’s a smartphone 
without apps? Here are a couple of free apps for iOS and Android 
that can help make the camera you have with you even better.

This is a great app for shooting photos. While it has a 
ton of useful features, here are a few favorites:

Composition Aids: Good photos start with solid composition. 
Camera Awesome has several useful composition overlays, 
including a horizon tool to keep your landscapes straight.

Image Stabilization: When the sun starts to set (or rise if you’re 
really ambitious), this will keep that beautiful landscape sharp.

Spot Focus/exposure: This allows you to focus in one area of the 
frame and determine the exposure in a different area, giving very 
precise control over your image capture.

Adobe Photoshop pros, you’ll feel right at home with 
this app, enhancing photos right on your phone. 

Image Adjustments: While lots of apps have photo enhancers, 
Photoshop Express gives you all the necessary enhancements—
exposure, contrast, saturation—in a very intuitive way.

Image Compare: While editing your photos, you can use this 
toggle to compare your edited image to the original image to help 
you decide if you like your editing job.

So the next time you hit the trail, put your smartphone to use to 
capture the beauty of your adventure. And then try one of these 
apps to give your photos just the right amount of “pop.”  You just 
might start leaving your big DSLR at home more often.è

by Paul raymaker

7 Regions. 7 Experts. 7 Minutes. GO!
Take a fast, fun tour of hiking opportunities 
across Washington, meet fellow hikers and 
get tons of trail info.
June 12, 6:30pm–8:30pm, Seattle REI
� Members-only happy hour at 5:45pm
� Event is free but preregistration is required

RSVP at wta.org/hikethestate

IT’S LIKE SPEED DATING–FOR TRAILS!Sponsored by

For this photo of goat lake, Paul used Photoshop express 
to crop his finger out of the left side of the image (top). 
he also corrected the horizon using the straighten tool, 
and adjusted the exposure and increased contrast, 
saturation, and sharpness with the enhancement tools 
(bottom)—all with a few finger swipes! 

Search the iPhone and Android app stores for even more 
photo apps to help you capture the scene on your next 
hike. A wide selection of apps lets you not only correct 
and enhance your photos, but also apply a variety of 
artistic stylings and effects. Then email them directly to 
friends and family, or post to your blog or Facebook.

beFoRe

AFTeR
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Looking for a quick meal plan for an easy overnight? Here's a full breakfast, lunch and dinner to help 
fill you up and keep you moving down the trail.   |   Sarah Kirkconnell

brown Sugar & Pb oats

PACk In A quART FReeZeR bAg:
u  1 cup 1-minute oats
u  1/4 cup dry milk
u  2 Tbsp. raisins or diced dried fruit/berries
u   2 Tbsp. brown sugar
u  1 tsp. ground cinnamon

AlSo TAke:
u  1 packet favorite nut butter (2 Tbsp.)

FReeZeR bAg MeThoD:
Bring 2 cups water to a near boil, add water to 
dry ingredients, stirring in slowly. Seal bag and 
let sit for 1 minute Open and stir well, add in
nut butter.

InSulATeD Mug MeThoD:
Bring 2 cups water to boil, add dry ingredients to 
a large insulated mug, stirring well. Cover and let 
sit for a minute, stir in nut butter.

one PoT MeThoD:
Bring 2 cups water to boil, add in dry 
ingredients, stirring well. Take off heat and let 
rest for a minute. Stir in nut butter.

SeRveS 2

NOTES:
Justin's nut butter packets are the perfect size and 
readily available at most grocery stores, rEI and 
online at packitgourmet.com.

garden veggie Couscous

PACk In A quART FReeZeR bAg:
u  1 cup freeze-dried vegetable blend
u  2/3 cup couscous
u  1/4 cup shelf-stable parmesan cheese
u  2 Tbsp. dry milk
u  1 Tbsp. low-sodium bouillon powder
u  1/2 tsp. granulated garlic
u  1/2 tsp. dried parsley
u  1/2 tsp. ground black pepper
u  1/2 tsp. onion powder (not onion salt)
u  1/2 tsp. turmeric powder
u  1/4 tsp. fine sea salt

AlSo TAke:
u  1 packet or 1 Tbsp. olive oil

FReeZeR bAg MeThoD:
Bring 2 1/2 cups water to a near boil. Place bag 
in a cozy, add in water and oil, stirring well. Seal 
tightly and let sit for 10 minutes.

InSulATeD Mug MeThoD:
Bring 2 1/2 cups water to boil. Add dry 
ingredients to a large mug, stir in water and oil. 
Cover tightly, let sit for 10 minutes.

one PoT MeThoD:
Bring 2 1/2 cups water and oil to boil, add in dry 
ingredients, stirring. Take off heat, cover tightly 
and let sit for 10 minutes.

SeRveS 2

NOTES:
Find freeze-dried Just veggies at grocery stores and 
rEI, or Mountain House freeze-dried vegetables 
at rEI. Get olive oil and parmesan cheese packets 
online at packitgourmet.com

Pecan Cranberry Ranch 
Chicken Salad

PACk In A quART FReeZeR bAg:
u  1/2 cup pecans, finely diced
u  1/2 cup dried cranberries

AlSo TAke:
u  7 ounce pouch chicken breast
u  2 packets shelf-stable ranch dressing
u  2 large or 4 small flour tortillas

DIReCTIonS:
Add chicken to the pecan bag, stir to coat. Add 
in dressing to taste, stirring well. Spread on 
tortillas and wrap.

SeRveS 2

NOTES:  
For a first day out meal, spruce it up by bringing 
along lettuce and cheese slices.

Find packets of ranch dressing in the salad dressing 
section or deli counter at your local grocery stores,  
or online at packitgourmet.com.

sarah kirkconnell is the author of Trail Cooking 
Made Simple. For more trail-worthy recipes for 
your next adventure visit trailcooking.com.

Sarah's extra tip: If you want a cheater trail 
dessert, look for the tiny pecan pies sold at 
convenience stores and gas stations. These little 
sugar bombs make a great treat!

Trail Eats
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Try one of these
beginner backpacks!
This is it—the year you're graduating from day hiker to 
backpacker. We've picked 8 great trails to help you stretch 
your backpacking legs and introduce you to the joys of 
overnighting in the wilderness. And they're great for day 
hiking too!

elwha River: Olympic Nat'l Park; 7.8 miles

Mirror & Cottonwood lakes: Snoqualmie Pass; 3+ miles

Pine & Cedar lakes: Bellingham; 4.2 miles

boulder River: Mountain Loop; 9 miles

Park butte: Mount Baker; 7.5 miles

eightmile lake: Alpine Lakes Wilderness; 7 miles

hoodoo Canyon: Kettle Range; 6.5 miles

kirkwood Ranch: Hell's Canyon; 10 miles

SAFeTy noTICe  Neither Washington Trails magazine, the Washington Trails 
Association, nor their personnel or agents accept any liability for accidents or 
injuries in connection with articles, trail or road reports published in Washington 
Trails magazine. The reports provide updated information of interest to the 
region’s trail users; readers are cautioned  to supplement the reports with 
detailed trail maps and other sources of information when planning a trip. 
Additionally, be aware that reported conditions may change, that there may be 
errors in the reports, and that certain hazards are inherent in backcountry travel.
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Hike it!
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Make Your 
MILES
COUNT

wta.org/hikeathon

Registration opens July 1
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Hike: Elwha River & Geyser valley
Follow in the footsteps of the intrepid press Expedition while enjoying the natural 
beauty, local history and wildlife along the olympic peninsula’s Elwha river. 

In the winter of 1889-90, members of the Seattle Press Expedition set off to blaze a 
trail across the Olympic Mountains. The party spent the first part of 1890 exploring 
the Elwha River Valley. Today, evidence of the Press Expedition can still be found 
throughout the valley, both in blaze marks and the names of various natural features.

Start from the Whiskey Bend trailhead and follow the wide and gentle Elwha River Trail 
through old-growth forest. At about 1 mile, a short side trail leads to the Eagle's Nest, 
an overlook of the valley below, and often a good place to see deer, elk and bears. 
Continue to the junction with Rica Canyon at 1.2 miles and descend towards the river 
bottom. Prior to entering the wide, flat stretches of Geyser Valley, take a short side trip 
to Goblins Gate, where the Elwha River crashes through a rocky gorge. 

At 2.7 miles, stay right and travel through Krause Bottom. At 3.4 miles arrive at Humes 
Ranch. Located on a grassy bluff and constructed in 1905, the homestead was once 
inhabited by mountain man and wildlife photographer Herb Crisler. From here, 
descend into the grassy meadow below, then up to a junction with the Long Ridge 
Trail at 4 miles. A 0.6-mile side trip visits the Dodger Point Bridge, which crosses the 
river at the mouth of Convulsion Canyon, so named by the Press Expedition. 

For backpackers, a more direct route to camping near Humes Ranch is reached by 
following the Elwha River Trail to the junction 0.3 mile past Michael’s Cabin. Turn right 
and descend directly towards Humes Ranch. Campsites are located below Humes 
Cabin in the grassy meadow and forest. Camping is also allowed near Krause Bottom.

u OlYMPiC PENiNSulA
TOTAl MilEAGE:  7.8 miles round trip

ElEvATiON GAiN: 600 feet

HiGHEST ElEvATiON: 1,300 feet

MAP: Green Trails 134: Mount Olympus

PERMiT: Olympic Wilderness Permit

DOGS: Not permitted

iNFO: wta.org/go-hiking/hikes/geyser-valley

DiRECTiONS: From Port Angeles, drive US 
101 west to Olympic Hot Springs Road. Turn 
left and drive 4 miles to Whiskey Bend Road; 
continue another 4 miles to trailhead.

POST-HiKE: After a few days in Olympic's 
Geyser Valley, refuel at Next Door Gastropub 
in Port Angeles.

1,300’

1,080’

840’

600’
0 mi.                             1 mi.                      2 mi.           3 mi.   3.9 mi.

Hike and photo by Kelsie Donleycott
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Hike: Mirror & Cottonwood lakes
This short hike to a sparkling, tree-ringed lake makes an ideal day hike, family 
outing or introductory backpacking weekend.

The Mirror Lake trailhead requires navigating a bit of rough forest road, but it does 
offer easy access for little ones to see and experience the feeling of remoteness. 
From the trailhead on Forest Road 5810, quickly traverse the lingering scars of earlier 
logging activities before entering fir and pine forest. The trail is well trodden and easy 
to follow; however, there are no formal bridges over any of the streams or creeks you 
encounter. Use caution on crossings during snowmelt season or following heavy rain.

Cottonwood Lake is your first destination after just 0.5 mile, replete with campsites for 
weekend backpackers and Pacific Crest Trail travelers along its shores, surrounded by 
the ridges of Tinkham Peak. Continue on past the junction leading up to Tinkham and 
Silver Peaks and down a short stretch to Mirror Lake. Aptly named, Mirror Lake’s glassy 
surface reflects the crags of Tinkham Peak. Find your own little nook within the trees to 
soak in an alpine setting. Wander to the end of the lake to find a makeshift beach and 
perhaps the best vantage point for appreciating the view.

After your short hike in, there's plenty of time to set up camp and do a little exploring. 
Continue on 0.8 mile to Twilight Lake and Yakima Pass. However, once beyond the 
immediate vicinity of Mirror Lake, the landscape has been unapologetically logged, 
and hiking through clearcuts is not always appealing. On the upside, you’ll quickly 
encounter the unofficially named Mirror Lake Falls, offering a cheerful break to the 
otherwise dreary scene. Without too much fanfare, you’ll arrive at Twilight Lake at 
Yakima Pass. It’s small and marshy, and not quite as scenic as Mirror Lake, but adds 
some additional distance to this otherwise short hike.

u SNOQuAlMiE PASS
TOTAl MilEAGE:  6 miles round trip

ElEvATiON GAiN: 650 feet

HiGHEST ElEvATiON: 4,200 feet

MAP: Green Trails 207: Snoqualmie Pass

PERMiT: Northwest Forest Pass

DOGS: Leashed

iNFO:  wta.org/go-hiking/hikes/ 
mirror-lake-1

DiRECTiONS: Take exit 62 off I-90 east, cross 
the Yakima River and proceed 1 mile to 
turn right on FR 5480. Continue around 
Lost Lake for 6 rough miles to turnout 
parking. Trailhead is 0.5 mile up the road. 

POST-HiKE: If you exit early enough, load 
up on a hearty breakfast at the Family 
Pancake House at Snoqualmie Pass.

4,600’

4,160’

3,530’

3,000’
0 mi.                     1 mi.              2 mi.                                   3 mi.

Hike and photo by Nate and Jer Barnes
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Hike: Pine & Cedar lakes
With two small lakes and numerous branching trails sporting both mountain and 
sound views, this moderate trail can be day hiked or backpacked year-round.  

From the trailhead off Old Samish Way, climb a moderate stretch of old dirt road that 
gradually turns into a trail for 1.6 miles until it levels off at 1,600 feet. Arrive at a signed 
junction that turns left to Cedar and Pine Lakes or right on the Hemlock Trail, which 
takes you north, connecting with lots of other trails heading toward Bellingham. 

Turn left, heading southeast for 0.3 mile to another junction that turns left (east) to 
Cedar Lake in 0.2 mile or straight ahead for 0.5 mile to Pine Lake. Trails are well signed 
throughout the area, so it's difficult to get lost. You may hear traffic from the nearby I-5 
for a while, but the noise dissipates when you get behind the hill by the lakes. There 
are three designated camping areas to choose from but fires are not permitted. Black 
bears are occasionally sighted here, so practice proper food storage.

The best place to camp is at Pine Lake on the peninsula. You will see a floating 
boardwalk that will take you left out to the campsite. These boards can sink a little 
below the surface after a big rain, so you might get your Gore-Tex boots wet. From 
here there is some good fishing. Some even pack in float tubes.

Once you've set up camp, backtrack to the Hemlock Trail to do some additional 
exploring. Head over to Raptor Ridge for nice views of the San Juan Islands, or take 
the newly developed trail that connects with the North Lost Lake Trail (camping not 
permitted) for a 2-mile hike. There is also a 4-mile hike to Fragrance Lake (camping not 
permitted), or if you are really motivated, head west downhill for 6 miles to Larrabee 
State Park to see Wildcat Cove and Chuckanut Bay. All these places in the Chuckanut 
Mountain Range are definitely worth checking out. 

u NORTH SOuND
TOTAl MilEAGE:  4.2 miles round trip

ElEvATiON GAiN: 1,500 feet

HiGHEST ElEvATiON: 1,750 feet

MAP: USGS Quad: Bellingham South

PERMiT: None

DOGS: Leashed

iNFO:  wta.org/go-hiking/hikes/ 
pine-and-cedar-lakes

DiRECTiONS: From I-5 in Bellingham, 
take exit 246. Take Old Samish Way 2.5 
miles, following signs for the Chuckanut 
Mountain Recreation Area.

POST-HiKE: Head into Bellingham and grab 
a tasty Hawaiian sandwich or slice of pizza 
at Coconut Kenny's.

1,750’

1,250’

750’

250’
0 mi.                                               1 mi.                                            2 mi.

Hike and photo by Mike Morrison
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Hike: Boulder River
This peaceful hike follows Boulder river into old-growth forests, making it a 
perfect overnighter for easing into backpacking. 

Great year-round, this low-elevation trail is particularly pleasant in late spring, when 
waterfalls are booming from rainfall and snowmelt. Complete with dense forests, 
wispy horsetail waterfalls and a rushing river, the Boulder River Trail—at just 4.5 miles 
each way, with very gradual elevation gain—is a perfect fit for new backpackers.

The trail starts off along an old railroad grade. Less than 1 mile in, you’ll start to really 
feel like you’re out in nature. Listen for the thundering waterfall in the distance, and 
pass the boundary into the Boulder River Wilderness Area. The trail heads straight into 
mossy lowland forests with huge western hemlocks, red cedars and Douglas-firs. This 
protected area is one of the biggest blocks of old-growth forest in the Cascades!

The trail climbs gently from here until 1.25 miles, when it drops back down to a little 
viewpoint that overlooks the Boulder River. Looking to the opposite bank of the 
river, make sure to admire Boulder Falls tumbling over the cliff. There are even a few 
makeshift log benches, which make this little spot great for adjusting your straps and 
making sure you’re not getting any blisters. After grabbing a snack and taking a few 
pictures, head back up the trail.

From here, focus on close-up views of flora and fauna as the river drops out of sight 
and sound for a few miles. Keep a watchful eye out for northern spotted and great 
horned owls, dainty black-tailed deer and various songbirds through this stretch of 
forest. At 4 miles, the trail heads down to Boulder Ford and comes to a stop at the 
bank. Find the broad campsite next to the old ford and set up for the night, enjoying 
your company and the river babbling softly in the background.

u MOuNTAiN lOOP
TOTAl MilEAGE:  9 miles round trip

ElEvATiON GAiN: 600 feet

HiGHEST ElEvATiON: 1,600 feet

MAP: Green Trails 109: Granite Falls

PERMiT: None

DOGS: Leashed

iNFO:  wta.org/go-hiking/hikes/ 
boulder-river

DiRECTiONS: From I-5 exit 208, take SR 530 
east for 24 miles. Turn right on FR 2010 for 
3.7 miles to trailhead parking.

POST-HiKE: Pick up a tasty treat at the 
Hometown Bakery Cafe in Darrington.
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Hike: Park Butte
perfect for a day hike, and even better for an overnight trip, the park Butte Trail 
offers up-close-and-personal views of Mount Baker, sprawling heather and berry 
meadows, and a historic lookout with stunning 360-degree views.

Almost immediately upon heading out, stay veer left at a junction for Park Butte; the 
Scott Paul Trail heads right. Meander for a mile through huckleberry-laden Schreiber’s 
Meadow before reaching the boulder-strewn outwash of tumultuous Rocky Creek. Be 
prepared to ford the glacier-fed waterway, though a temporary plywood-plank bridge 
is sometimes constructed later in the summer. Once past the creek, begin climbing 
through mature forest, reaching the upper junction of the Scott Paul loop at 2 miles; 
stay left. The grade eases as the trail enters Morovitz Meadows. After about a half mile 
of gently climbing through abundant pink heather, reach yet another junction. The 
trail to the lookout tower heads left, while the trail to the right climbs 1 mile along 
Railroad Grade.

Continue traversing the meadow, passing tarns created by snowmelt, and take in 
the stellar views of Mount Baker. Within a half mile, begin climbing again, somewhat 
steeply, though briefly, before coming to another trail junction. Stay left for one last 
mile of ridge hiking before reaching the historic lookout and its remarkable views. Of 
course, Mount Baker dominates the scene, but there are also striking views of the Twin 
Sisters, the Nooksack Valley and a ring of other distant Cascadian peaks. The lookout 
is available to overnight guests on a first come, first served basis. Perfect timing 
and a heavy dose of luck are necessary to procure the lookout as your overnight 
accommodations, even midweek. Camping is only allowed at established sites within 
the recreation area. Options include Cathedral, Railroad and Mazama Park Camps, all of 
which are easily accessed from the trail.

u MOuNT BAKER
TOTAl MilEAGE:  7.5 miles round trip

ElEvATiON GAiN: 2,200 feet

HiGHEST ElEvATiON: 5,400 feet

MAP: Green Trails 45: Park Butte

PERMiT: NW Forest Pass

DOGS: Leashed

iNFO: wta.org/go-hiking/hikes/park-butte

DiRECTiONS: From Burlington, drive SR 20 
east for 23 miles. Turn north onto Baker 
Lake Road for 12 miles, then left on FR 12. 
Continue 3.5 miles, then right onto FR 13 
for 5.2 miles to the trailhead. 

POST-HiKE: Refuel with some hearty home-
style fare at the Iron Skillet on State Street 
in Sedro-Woolley.
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Hike: Eightmile lake
Beside a rushing creek and through fields of wildflowers, this moderate hike, suit-
able for families, beginners and seasoned backpackers alike, leads to a beautiful 
lake with views of snowcapped peaks.

The route begins with a series of moderate switchbacks, gaining 400 feet in the first 
half mile, then levels out on an old logging road and crosses Pioneer Creek, falling 
from Caroline and Little Caroline Lakes, 2,000 feet above. The way then heads up the 
valley of Eightmile Creek, climbing a series of steps with moderate switchbacks and 
traverses, leveling out beside the creek, then switchbacking again. The trail alternates 
between stands of trees and open areas burned in numerous fires, as recently as last 
summer. In early summer both the burns and the forest are full of wildflowers.  

After 3 miles, the trail climbs another step and then descends slightly to Little 
Eightmile Lake.  This is a good place to drop your pack, take a rest and have a snack 
(camping not permitted).  Here also is the junction with the Lake Caroline–Windy Pass 
Trail, which climbs the hillside to the right 2,000 feet to a saddle above Lake Caroline 
and the alpine country beyond. The Eightmile Creek Trail goes straight ahead, in 
a short ways bending to the left and climbing a final step beside the creek before 
leveling out in forest and arriving at Eightmile Lake, a half mile beyond Little Eightmile.  

There are campsites in the trees and among the large boulders with views down the 
lake to 7,996-foot Eightmile Peak. A bootpath goes to the right through a boulder field 
and then along the forested north side of the lake. There are a number of campsites 
along this trail as well with views dominated by the crags of Point 7550. Once you've 
set up your camp, you can wander the boot trail to the head of the lake and beyond or 
find one of the lakeshore slabs of serpentine, lounge in the sun and soak up the view.

u AlPiNE lAKES
TOTAl MilEAGE:  7 miles round trip

ElEvATiON GAiN: 1,300 feet

HiGHEST ElEvATiON: 4,600 feet

MAP: Green Trails 177: Chiwaukum

PERMiT: Enchantment Lakes Permit

DOGS: Not permitted

iNFO:  wta.org/go-hiking/hikes/ 
eightmile-lake

DiRECTiONS: From Leavenworth, drive 8.5 
miles west on Icicle Creek Road. Turn left 
on FR 7601 for 3 miles to the trailhead.

POST-HiKE: Go for hearty sausages and a 
craft-brewed Icicle Ale at Gustav's Grill and 
Beer Garden in Leavenworth.
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Hike: Hoodoo Canyon
Exploring a verdant canyon on the east side of the kettle range, Hoodoo Trail 
makes a great early-season conditioning hike or introduction to overnighting.

The hike up Hoodoo Canyon from Trout Lake to Emerald Lake is a classic, low-elevation 
Inland Northwest hike through one of the largest remaining low-elevation roadless 
areas in the Kettle Range. An easy trail with few ups and downs makes the hike 
suitable for a first-time overnight trip; a sparkling lake—one of the few hike-in lakes in 
northeast Washington—will coax weary backpackers onward.

Beginning at Trout Lake, cross the outlet creek on a sturdy footbridge and begin 
switchbacking up through a forest of western redcedar. Moss-draped rocks and 
hollylike creeping Oregon-grape are reminiscent of Western Washington woods—
the wetter east side of the Kettle Range contains many such pockets of surprisingly 
lush forest. The route quickly opens up to grassy slopes, out of which jut old-growth 
ponderosas and magnificent rock formations. In late spring, scan the slopes for 
shooting star, balsamroot and scarlet paintbrush. Reed-ringed Trout Lake lies below.

In about 1.5 miles, pass through a dark birch forest. A slight switchbacking rise 
provides the last real climb of the hike in. In more than 2.5 miles, the trail forks. The 
way right continues on Hoodoo Trail, which crests the canyon with a falcon’s-eye 
view into Emerald Lake and its tiny neighbor Lily Lake—a worthy side excursion. For 
the lake itself, turn left, switchbacking 600 feet down to aptly named Emerald Lake. 
Linger for lunch or set up a tent in one of a handful of dispersed campsites. Watch for 
moose, which frequent the shallow lake. In dry years, the lake nearly disappears by late 
summer. However, early-summer hikers should pack a swimsuit; check the south end 
of the lake for the best swimming.

u KETTlE RANGE
TOTAl MilEAGE:  6.5 miles round trip

ElEvATiON GAiN: 1,430 feet

HiGHEST ElEvATiON: 3,740 feet

MAP: USGS Quad: Jackknife

PERMiT: None

DOGS: Leashed

iNFO: fs.usda.gov/main/colville

DiRECTiONS: From Kettle Falls, drive west 
on SR 395. Merge onto SR 20 west for 5.2 
miles. Turn right on Trout Lake Road for 5 
miles to the campground and trailhead.

POST-HiKE: Satisfy your post-hike thirst and 
appetite with locally brewed beer and tasty 
pub grub at Northern Ales in Kettle Falls.
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Hike: Kirkwood Ranch
While the rest of Eastern Washington is still covered in ice and snow, cross the 
border into Idaho and descend into north America’s deepest canyon to find early 
wildflowers and regional history.

Begin your outing at Upper Pittsburg Landing (not to be confused with the nearby 
Lower Pittsburg Landing), and follow the Idaho side of the Snake Wild and Scenic 
River upstream. The trail stays close to the river. As you hike, watch for mule deer 
and bighorn sheep on the grassy slopes, and keep an eye on the trail for rattlesnakes 
sunning themselves. There are many places to stop and enjoy the view, but be careful 
where you sit—the drainages are sometimes home to poison ivy, and the beautiful 
bunch grass along the trail frequently conceals prickly pear cactus. 

As the trail nears Kirkwood Ranch, it drops down a series of switchbacks and loses 300 
feet of elevation in less than a half mile. The free campground is close to the shore 
of the river, and offers picnic tables and flush toilets (sometimes closed in the early 
spring). Choose a spot, pitch your tent, and then wander over to Kirkwood Ranch. The 
stream flowing through the ranch property provides water (bring your filter), and the 
1952 Sterling Cabin serves as a free museum of local history. The 1925 Jordan House 
(once home to Len Jordan, former Idaho governor and U.S. senator) is occupied year-
round by volunteer hosts who are happy to answer questions about the property.

Explore more of the area with a side hike up to Carson Mansion, located 0.7 mile 
upstream from Kirkwood Ranch. It was once the finest mansion Prohibition-era 
bootleg money could buy. Or hike another 2 miles past the ranch to Suicide Point, so 
named for a Native American legend of two star-crossed lovers who took their lives in 
a Romeo and Juliet fashion. Enjoy the view, but don’t get too close to the edge. 

u HEll'S CANYON
TOTAl MilEAGE:  10 miles round trip

ElEvATiON GAiN: 420 feet

HiGHEST ElEvATiON: 1,600 feet

MAP: USGS Quad: Kirkwood Creek

PERMiT: None

DOGS: Not permitted

iNFO: fs.usda.gov/detail/wallowa-whitman

DiRECTiONS: From Grangeville, drive south 
on US 95 to White Bird. Near mile marker 
222, turn right on Old Highway 95, cross 
the Salmon River, then left on Deer Creek 
Road (FR 493). Continue 18.6 miles to the 
Upper Pittsburg Picnic Area and trailhead.

POST-HiKE: Don't miss the mammoth 
interpretive exhibit in Grangeville.
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SEASON TiP: 

fall is one of the best 
times to hike the trail, 
but hikers should 
be aware that most 
of the route is open 
to hunting. Divide 
ridge and the Tieton 
basin, in particular, 
are heavily used by 
elk and deer hunters. 
Hikers should be 
aware of the various 
hunting seasons, wear 
bright colors and 
avoid busy hunting 
weekends.

Celebrate the legacy of the longest-serving Supreme Court 
Justice, an environmental activist and Yakima’s most prominent 
son on this 80-mile trek from Yakima to Mount Rainier.

Approximately 80 miles long, the William 
O. Douglas Trail links existing trails and roads from 
Yakima to Mount Rainier National Park. Traveling 
westward, it passes through Cowiche Canyon and 
over Cowiche Mountain to Divide Ridge and Jump-
off Joe Lookout, then through the Tieton Basin and 
into the William O. Douglas Wilderness. Turning 
northwest, the route climbs the Sand Ridge and 
Shellrock Lake Trails, then follows the Pacific Crest 
Trail to Mount Rainier National Park, finishing down 
Laughingwater Creek to Ohanapecosh.

Along the way the trail passes many sites that 
appear in Douglas’s writings: the hillside at Selah 
Gap that he repeatedly climbed to strengthen 
his legs after being crippled by polio, Kloochman 
Rock where as a teenager he made the harrowing 
climb described in the final chapter of of Men and 
Mountains, Cowlitz Pass where he camped with a 
sheepherder during the outbreak of World War I, and 
Fish Lake at the headwaters of the Bumping River, 
among others.

The trail celebrates not only the legacy of Douglas, 
but also that of the rich human heritage along the 

route. Hikers will walk past orchards and vineyards 
and along old wagon roads, railroad beds and 
irrigation ditch banks. They will pass the restored 
Jump-off Joe Lookout, one of the few lookouts 
still standing—a reminder of a time when the 
forests were monitored for fires from mountaintops 
rather than from airplanes—and walk a portion 
of the Pacific Crest Trail. And they will travel for 
several miles on the ancient Cowlitz Trail, used for 
generations as the primary trade route across the 
Cascades for the Yakama and Upper Cowlitz peoples.

The natural settings along the route of the 
trail are rich as well. Due to its location in the rain 
shadow of the Cascades, and significant changes 
in elevation, the route showcases environmental 
and biological diversity as great as any to be found 
in the country over a comparable distance. From 
the arid shrub-steppe around Yakima, the route 
traverses 12 distinct ecosystems as it travels upward 
through progressively wetter forest and meadow 
to the alpine zone before descending into the lush 
rainforest of Ohanapecosh Valley—all offering hikers 
a unique experience on Washington’s newest long-
distance trail.

    
William O. Douglas

Hike & photos
by David Hagen
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SECTiON HiKE: end to end 
Mileage and elevation vary

Given the wide climatic range over the route 
of the trail and the scarcity of campsites with 
water, all but the wilderness section of the 
route is probably best done as a series of 
day hikes. The easterly shrub-steppe section, 
from Cowiche Canyon to Box Spring Canyon, 
is best hiked in spring and fall, with winter 
also a possibility. The central section, Divide 
Ridge to Tieton Basin, as well as the lower 
Laughingwater Creek Trail, is best done 
in late spring (depending on snowpack), 
summer and fall, with winter skiing or 
snowshoeing an option. The wilderness 
section is best in midsummer and fall.

HiKE iT: box Spring Canyon 
9.5 miles; 900 foot elevation gain

From the Snow Mountain Ranch parking lot 
walk west to Sunset Road, then up Sunset 
to a gate. Follow an old jeep road west to 
another fence. Continue uphill to the corner 
and then north to pick up the jeep road 
again. As you climb, balsamroot and lupine 
become profuse and the views become 
more expansive: Mount Cleman, Cowiche 
Mountain, the agricultural lands around 
Cowiche and Tieton and Yakima Valley in 
the distance. When the road levels, watch 
for another jeep road heading southeast 
(sharply left). Follow this road to Box Spring, 
situated in a grove of Garry oaks, and the 
cliffs at the head of Box Spring Canyon.

BACKPACK iT: WoD Wilderness 
26 miles (one-way); 3,600 foot elevation gain

This 2- to 3-day backpack traverses the 
entire William O. Douglas Wilderness section 
of the trail. From the Sand Ridge trailhead 
on US 12, follow the Sand Ridge and 
Shellrock Lake Trails 6 miles to a junction 
with the Pacific Crest Trail, then follow the 
PCT northwest past Snow Lake, descending 
gently to the headwaters of the Bumping 
River at Fish Lake. From here, climb 1,500 
feet past Crag Lake to the junction with the 
Laughingwater Creek Trail and the national 
park boundary. Descend the Laughingwater 
Creek Trail 8 miles past Three Lakes to the 
trailhead on SR 123. Possible campsites are 
plentiful beyond Shellrock Lake.

BiTS & PiECES set your hiking boots to any section of the William o. Douglas Trail and experience your own 
outdoors legacy, from Yakima's shrub-steppe to Mount rainier's rainforest. 

DiSTANCE:  Approx. 80 miles

ElEvATiON GAiN/lOSS:  9,500 ft.

HiGHEST POiNT:  Laughingwater Jct, 5,700 ft. 

lOWEST POiNT:  Yakima, 1,100 ft.

TRiP TiME:  4 to 6 days

BEST SEASON:  Summer and Fall

PERMiTS:  Varies by trailhead

iNFORMATiON:    williamodouglastrail.org 
cowichecanyon.org

William O. Douglas Trail Stats
WEATHER:  Extremely variable; It can be 
sunny and warm in Cowiche Canyon, raining 
in Tieton Basin and snowing at Cowlitz Pass. 
Be prepared. 

TRAilHEADS:  Davis High School; Yakima 
Greenway at 16th Ave. or Myron Lake; 
Cowiche Canyon, east or west; Rocky Top; 
Snow Mountain Ranch; FS Road 1302 (Divide 
Ridge); Sand Ridge; Laughingwater Creek

MAPS:  Green Trails: Tieton 305, Rimrock 304, 
White Pass 303, Bumping Lake 271, Mount 
Rainier East 270

The ultimate goal for the William o. Douglas Heritage Trail is national Heritage Trail status, but the trail is still 
a work in progress and there are two significant gaps for would-be thru-hikers. The first is from the end of the 
Yakima Greenway at 40th street and Fruitvale Boulevard to the east end of the Cowiche Canyon Trail, requiring 
a jaunt through the Fred Meyer shopping complex and then a walk along the shoulder of powerhouse and 
Cowiche Canyon roads to the Cowiche Canyon trailhead. The second gap is from Long Lake, below Jump-off Joe 
Lookout, and through the Tieton Basin to the sand ridge trailhead. The route will eventually tie together existing 
and abandoned U.s. Forest service roads and trails, but this portion of the route has not yet been established or 
marked. Currently thru-hikers need to use a map to devise their own route through the basin.
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